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Competitive bid sales of U.S. Forest Service in the Pacific North-

west timber resources have significant effects on the economies of

Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. These sales contribute to the economic

vitality of small regions or communities dependent upon timber as a pri-

mary resource input. Any changes in the price or quantity of these tim-

ber resources can, therefore, have effects on not only economic output

of forest products firms, but the entire region as well. Grant County,

Oregon, and the Maiheur National Forest were selected as study areas

for this analysis. This thesis attempts to show the impact on the region

of selected price and quantity changes in local timber resources.

During the summer months of 1978, sample data was collected on the

gross sales and purchases of 109 Grant County businesses in 22 economic

sectors. This information was used to construct a Lecntief type input-

output model for Grant County. Additional detailed information obtained

from the U.S. Forest Service and local lumber and wood products processing

firms was used in constructing a linear programming model. This modified

transportation-type model optimizes the distribution of timbr resources

among wood products firms in Grant County based on each firm!s total

revenues and variable costs. These Costs apply to hauling, harvesting,
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processing, and inventory activities. In order to evaluate the effects

of changes in price and quantity relationships at the local level, out-

puts from the linear program were entered into the input-output model

as exogenous sales (exports).

Three examples of changes in the price and quantity of local tim-

ber resources were evaluated: (1) a 20 percent increase in stumpage

values; (2) a 20 percent decrease in 1977 stunipage quantities; and (3) a

combination of both. The examples demonstrate business income, wage

income, and employment impacts on the community from changes in both

stumpage prices and quantities that exceed the direct impacts on forest

products firms. Furthermore, the effects of changes in stumpage prices

had a greater relative impact (measured by these indicators) than changes

in available stumpage. In general, changes in both stumpage prices and

quantities produced output, wage, and employment effects four times as

large as changes in stunipage quantities and three times as large as

changes in stumpage price alone.
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GRANT COUNTY, OREGON: IMPACTS OF CHANGES

IN LOG FLOWS ON A TIMBER-DEPENDENT COMMUNITY

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Resource Dependency in Rural Areas

Timber supplies of the national forest system in the Pacific North-

west represent a significant, and in many areas the major, source of

primary resource inputs to local forest products firms. Competition for

this resource, which in 1977 accounted for 89,849 Oregon jobs,!J and 3.34 ?

1liQmbnard_ of timber harvested,- often has effects that are felt

beyond the market activities of industries engaged in timber buying and

selling.

While economic activity in the forest products industry factor mar-

kets has been studied in detail, a few analyses exist of the effects on

small regions or communities of changes in market conditions within these

forest resource markets. Such an analysis should consider both the struc-

ture and sensitivity of the region to changes in market conditions. Fac-

tor market conditions of particular concern are the disequilibria asso-

ciated with stuinpage price and quantity changes. Decreases in both out-

put and returns to fixed production factors from either stumpage price

Oregon Department of Human Resources, Oregon Covered Emp1o>ner1t and
Payrolls by Industry and County, Fourth Quarter, 1977. (Salem: State
of Oregon, 1977), p. 8.

±1 u.s. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Production, Prices, Emplojrment,
and Trade, Fourth Quarter, 1977, by F.K. Rudernian, (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1978), p. 12.
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increases, and/or supply shifts due to purchases of local stumpage by

nonlocal buyers, ultimately affect timber-dependent communities in a

region.

Research Problem

Small regions dependent on timber resources exist throughout the

Pacific Northwest. Competition between local (and sometimes nonlocal)

firms for these resources influences many forms of economic activity in

timber-dependent communities. A characteristic area dependent upon tim-

ber as a primary resource input for industry -- Grant County, Oregon --

also is characterized by a predominately federal land base administered

by the US. Forest Service. In 1977, timber sales by this agency were

conducted using either open (oral) or closed (sealed) bidding practices,

consistent with the provisions of the National Forest Management Act of

1976 which were in force at the time.

The problem considered in this research is to identify factor mar-

ket conditions for these U.S. Forest Service timber resources with re-

gard to bidding method, and to evaluate the impacts of changes in prie/

quantity relationships within this factor market on a timber-dependent

economy (Grant County, Oregon). Since significant differences in stump-

age distributions have been shown to exist between bidding methods by

Mead 121] and others, these differences may lead to disequilibrium in

local factor markets for timber resources. Consequently, short-run

changes in regional economic activity or "community stability" 132] may

occur in local business income, wage income, and employment.
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Research Obj ectives

The identification of competitive conditions associated with U.S.

Forest Service timber sales and the evaluation of the resulting regional

economic consequences involves achievement of the following research ob-

j ectives:

(1) To describe the structural and interindustry relationships

among local U.S. Forest Service timber supplies, the local

forest products processing sector, and the Grant County

economy;

(2) To evaluate the local economic effects of U.S. Forest

Service timber sales to firms outside Grant County (the

"outsider" problem); and

(3) To project employment and income changes in all sectors

resulting from anticipated fluctuations in economic

activity in the local forest products processing sector.

The Setting

Grant County exhibits a marked degree of timber dependency common

to other counties in Eastern Oregon. Fully 24.0 percent of all goods

and services produced and 47.7 percent of all exports from Grant County

are related to forest products processing.1 In addition, this sector

provided 729 jobs in 1977, or 31.5 percent of the total county employ-

ment.

3'
-' Data presented relate to 1977. However, the relative magnitude of
forest products sector activity has changed little over several decades.
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The terrain of Grant County in east-central Oregon (Figure 1) is

dominated by the rugged, forested topography that characterizes timber-

dependent regions in the Pacific Northwest. With a land area of 4,530

square mi1es,-' Grant County ranks sixth among the 36 Oregon counties

in land area; but with a 1977 population of 7,500, the density is only

1.66 inhabitants per square mile (33rd in the state). In addition, all

incorporated areas are small in size (Table 1) - Taken collectively these

characteristics describe a rural, resource-based economy.

Table 1. Population of Incorporated Cities and Grant County, 1977.

Community Population

Grant County 7,500

Canyon City 660

Dayville 200

Granite 20

John Day 1,950

Long Creek 205

Monument 185

Mt. Vernon 520

Prairie City 1,120

Seneca 375

SOURCE: Portland State University Center for Population Research and
Census, 1977 Population Estimates of Oregon Counties and In-
corporated Cities (Portland: Portland State University, 1977),
p. 2.

The resources upon which the local economy is based are largely in

public ownership. Private ownership accounts for only 40 percent of all

University of Oregon, Bureau of Business Research. Oregon Economic
Statistics ( Eugene: University of Oregon, 1977), p. 6.
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holdings, while state and federal ownership totals 60 percent. The

Malheur National Forest comprises 1,557,265 acres, 89 percent of all

5/
government holdings and 54 percent of the total county acreage.

The boundaries of the Maiheur National Forest are roughly counter-

minous with those of Grant County. The forest is further divided into

four functional units -- the Long Creek, Prairie City, Bear Valley, and

Burns Ranger Districts. Each district contains about one-fourth the

land area of the forest, and is further divided into compartments. These

compartments vary in number from 87 in Long Creek to 81 in Prairie City,

63 in Bear Valley, and 71 in the Burns ranger district. These subdivi-

sions have significance in that all timber sales let by the U.S. Forest

Service are referenced by compartment, and these sales are spatially dis.-

tributed in Grant County based on the annual allowable cut for the Mal-

heur National Forest.

Overview of the Thesis

A review of literature pertinent to U.S. Forest Service timber sale

bidding methods, plus a selection of regional impact analyses utilizing

economic base, input-output, and linear programming methodologies, is

contained in Chapter II. Data collection, variable specification, and

the research design are explained in Chapter III, with reference to pre-

vious methodological approaches. A description of the local forest pro-

ducts industry, and the larger Grant County economy, are presented as

part of Chapter IV. The remainder of the chapter is an evaluation of

alternative economic impact results generated by the methodological

approach explained in Chapter III. These results are suarized in

Oregon State University Extension Service, Grant County, Oregon, Re-
source Atlas, (Corvallis: Oregon State University, 1973), p. 4.

N
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Chapter V, along with a short presentation of additional economic impacts

resulting from restrictions on timber available to forest products pro-

cessors. Recommendations for future research are advanced at the con-

clusion of this chapter.

More detailed presentations of methodology and projections are re-

legated to the appendices. An explanation of the spatial distribution

of timber harvests for each of the alternative economic impact projec-

tions presented in Chapter IV appears in Appendix A. A more detailed

mathematical representation of the linear prograrmning model, as summar-

ized in Chapter III, is contained in Apoendix B. Appendices C and D are

concerned, respectively, with data collection survey procedures and

sources of information relevant to the research project.



CHAPTER II

LI TERATURE p\]

The methodological approaches promulgated in other research dealing

with (1) open and/or closed bidding in timber resource markets, or

(2) the effects of resource use changes on regional economies, provide

a base for evaluating county-level impacts of changes in timber resource

use. In this chapter the contribution of prior research to the under-

standing of bidding methods in timber resource markets, regional analysis

of timber-dependent communities, and linear programming log flow analyses

are summarized. Relationships among prior research findings and the

problem and objectives outlined in the preceding chapter are highlighted.

Bidding Methods in Timber Resource Markets

Stumpage prices in local factor markets dependent on federal timber

resources periodically fluctuate in response to exogenous pressures.

Such pressures include increases in national housing starts or the entry

of outside firms into the bidding process. Increased demand for wood

products at the national le\Tel usually results in a local production in-

crease. Increased competition for local timber supplies, on the other

hand, may result in stumpage prices being "bid-up" by local firms. In

addition, increased competition from outside buyers in local factor mar-

kets curtail local wood processing output to be the detriment of the

timber-dependent community.

Studies of bidding methods and their relation to local factor mar-

kets have concentrated on federal timber sales in the western United

States. Nost research has been concerned with whether open (oral) or



closed (sealed) bidding methods enhance factor market competition among

firms. However, a related concern has been to evaluate the "community

stability" effects of competition by local firms in factor markets,

where such competition is characterized by a small variance in real

prices for timber.

Mead [21] uses regression analysis to evaluate how open Coral) and

closed (sealed) bidding in factor markets for federally owned national

resources (timber, oil, and gas) influences price differentials between

the two bidding methods. Since each bidding method has different maxi-

1/
mum anci minimum bounds within a factor market, Mead shows that under

oligopsony the method with the lowest variance Cprice spread) -- sealed

bidding -- results in higher stumpage prices.

This result follows from the observed high variance in oral bid

stumpage prices. The tendency toward artificially high or low prices

is due to extra-market conditions.1 In factor markets dominated by

oligopsonv, Mead demonstrates that sealed bidding methods tend to eliinin-

ate bids at these extremes, resulting in higher average stumpage prices.

Subsequent analyses by Nead and Hamilton [38] and Weiner t34, 41]

validate and enlarge upon these earlier results. Considered in more

Under open bidding these bounds are Cl) the appraised, or floor price,
(2) "maximum bid yielding normal profit", and (3) "maximum bid yielding
zero cash flow". Under closed bidding the equivalent bounds are (1) maxi-
mum bids at a price yielding "normal profit", (2) "medium bids" where
bidders seek not to overbid competitors, and (3) "fishing bids" or mini-.
mum bid price speculation.

Increased factor prices under oral bidding are a product of (1) "de-

separation" bidding at the zero cash flow hid limit; C2) exclusion of
"outsiders" (punitive bidding); C3) "implicit bargaining", where bidders
attempt to gauge the consequences of a certain bidding strategy; and
(4) "explicit bargaining" in which otherwise qualified firms may not
attempt to bid. Situations in which low factor market prices exist are
(1) "token" bidding by one or more parties above the appraised price and
(2) "Gentlemen's Agreements" on a buyer's specific resource territory.
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detail are the relationships among bidding method, geographical location,

and physical characteristics of timber sales in Washington and Oregon.

In conjunction with Hamilton, Mead 138] confirms his earlier results by

showing that stuinpage prices of federally owned timber in 36 Washington

and Oregon subregions are lower in oligopsonitic markets when oral

bidding is used. By comparing individual sales within the region, the

authors also find that stuinpage prices vary directly with the number of

bidders in a local factor market.

The two analyses by Weiner j34, 41] covering the "Douglas-.Fir" re-

gion of Washington and Oregon generally substantiate earlier results.

Using multiple regression analysis, results of Weiner's first analysis

indicate that oral bidding under oligopsony produces lower prices than

when either more bidders enter the factor market or sealed bidding is

used, in agreement with Mead. However, his analysis also contradicts

earlier findings by Mead and Hamilton 138]. Bidding methods are shown

to be insignificant in explaining variations in the bid/appraisal ratio

when more than nine bidders enter the factor market.-'

In Weiner's 141] later analysis the revenue and timber distribution

effects of mixed bidding methods in seven western U.S. National Forests

are evaluated. Emphasis is placed on the explanation of variation in

"overbids."-7 Weiner shows that sealed bidding results in higher prices

within timber factor markets irrespective of competitive conditions, con-

tradicting (at least In part) the results of his earlier study.

The conclusions to be drawn from these studies are that higher fac-

tor market prices obtained under sealed bidding in oligopsonisti: markets

This is the ratio of weighted selling prices to weighted appraised
value.

An overbid is the difference between the actual and appraised price.
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leads to greater federal timber revenues. As Nead reports in his first

study, however, the entry of outside buyers into the local timber factor

market could result in significantly higher stumpage prices and/or leak-

ages of resources from a timber-dependent community. In this case the

desirability of relatively lower timber prices and "stable communities"

could preclude the use of sealed bidding methods.

Community Stability in Timber Based Economies

Maintaining "community stability" in timber-dependent rural economies

requires careful policy and resource management decisions. Decisions

should account not only for the effects on local markets of exogenous

pressures such as the entry of outside firms or changes in bidding method.

Changes in endogenous competition for a resource base reduced by insti-

tutional regulation also are relevant decision criteria. To evaluate

the effects of policy alternatives, several methodologies have been used,

including economic base, multiple regression, and input-output analysis.

Studies utilizing these analytical techniques have not dealt with the

problem of changes in bidding methods of competition among few local firms

se. Rather, the studies have concentrated on the impacts of limita-

tions in timber availability or decreased production on the economies of

dependent communities. The results have shown that changes in the supply

of, and demand for, timber in local resource factor markets can be ex-

pected to have significant impacts on timber-dependent communities.

Economic Base Models

Analyses by Schallau, et. aL [321 and Maki and Schweitzer I7]

evaluate "timber dependency" and employment in the "Douglas-Fir't region
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of Oregon and Washington. While the former study includes explicit pro-

jections of regional employment and population, the latter only incor-

portates employment trends in the region over a twelve-year period. Both

authors utilize the economic base technique to determine which wood pro-

ducts industries are "basic" or "non-basic" to subregions in the study

area." "Basic" industries are defined as those with employment in ex-

cess of the equivalent national employment proportions which, therefore,

can be assumed to produce for regional export.

Using the percent or excess employment as a "timber dependency" in-

dicator, a subregional ranking is used to show that metropolitan, di-

versified economies are not likely to be affected by changes in timber

supplies, compared to other "timber dependent" regions. Schallau, et.

al., further analyze subregion employment and income impacts of changes

in timber supplies using secondary data employment and population multi-

pliers. Increases in timber supplies to regional wood processors do not

lead to sustained growth in "timber dependent" subregions. This is ex-

plained by technologically induced productivity increases resulting in

declining wood products industry employment.

"Community stability" measured by changes in wood products sector

employment, not factor market price for timber, is a function of timber

supplies and technological change in these analyses. However, more so

than the technological determinant of employment levels, timber supplies

(hence stuznpage prices at equilibrium) in local factor markets ultimately

determine the degree of "dependency" in a timber based economy.

These are aggregated by Standard Industry Classification (SIC) code.
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Multiple Regression Models

Gustafson [15], Connaughton [4], and Gillis and Butcher 114] apply

more sophisticated techniques to estimating regional impacts of changes

in timber supplies. Economic base and "timber dependency" ratios are

used in these studies to provide descriptive content, similar to

Schallau, et.al. [32]. Each also utilizes multiple regression analysis

(with varying degrees of complexity) to provide employment and/or income

multipliers by regional subdivision. Gustafson [15] evaluates the re-

lationship between wood processing employment and timber harvest for 11

Oregon subregions between 1970 and 1972. In validation of earlier work

by Schallau, et.al. [32] and MakI and Schweitzer [37], "timber dependency"

ratios are used to show the sensitivity of undiversified subregions to

changes in timber availability. As an alternative to the timber dependency

indices, Gustafson estimates harvest volume coefficients using multiple

regression analysis. The results indicate that gross timber dependency

measures overestimate the ratio of wood products employment to timber

input. Hence, subregional impacts when timber supplies are reduced in

local factor markets also are overestimated.

Connaughton 14] reaches a similar conclusion in his analysis of 15

notbern California subregions. lie uses a comparative methodology incor-

porating economic base multipliers, "timher dependency" indicators [after

Schallazi, 13211, and Keynesian multiplier analysis in evaluating

the impacts of decreased timber availability.

Use of the first two measures reveals the timber based economies as

dependent on federal timber, high endogenous transfer payments, imports,

and basic industry production for export. In the Keynesian multiplier
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analysis, income multipliers for eight sectors by subregion are derived

through regression analysis and used with projected reductions in timber

availability to estimate direct, indirect, and induced economic change.

As with previous studies, impacts are greatest in those subregions de-

pendent on local timber factor markets and processing facilities.

As a synthesis of the approach by the previous two authors, Gillis

and Butcher [14] analyze the impacts from changes in factor market

activity on personal income in ten western Washington subregions. "Tim-

ber dependency" ratios and export base multipliers are used to define

and limit the analysis areas on the basis of potential losses in wood

products employment. The authors' technique yields estimates of sub-

region personal income from three types of wood products employment and

nine non-basic industries, respectively.

The large changes in income resulting from a hypothesized increase

in supplies of timber to offset exports are, however, subject to local

market conditions. These include mill capacity and the relative price

elasticity of supply and demand in local timber factor markets. In the

former case, utilization is limited by technological bounds, while in

the latter, low price elasticities lead to depressed prices in subregion

timber factor markets. While long-term changes in productivity may

affect timber-dependent employment, short-term effects of lower stinupage

prices, assuming a stable product market price, are to maintain enriDloy-

ment levels and "community stability."

Regional Input-Output Models

Originally used by Leontief [2O]-" as a means of providing a general

There are a number of non-analytical antecedents.
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equilibrium approach to national transactions of goods and services, in-

put-output analysis has been applied to problems in regional resource

use over the past two decades. In addition, techniques expanding on con-

ventional multiplier analysis, such as the wage and employment estimation

studies of Hazari and Krishna.niurty [16] and Diamond [7], have been applied

to regional input-output models.

Studies using the input-output methodology to analyze regional im-

pacts of changes in timber factor markets and timber product markets are

few, due mainly to their high development cost. Those studies dealing

with timber resources evaluate regional impacts through multiplier

analysis, describing impacts on regional economies resulting from changes

in regional exports of semi-finished goods (usually lumber).

This approach is characterized by Gambles' 113] Pennsylvania multi-

county model. Two counties with high imports and timber exports are

shown to be highly timber dependent, through the direct and indirect

contribution of lumber and wood products processing industries to total

business income and employment. Gamble's assessment of the benefits

from such analyses emphasizes the usefulness of input-output models in

projecting the changes in wood products exports or other activities such

as industrial development and pollution control. Such changes could be

used to assess the costs or benefits of a particular policy, whether

associated with resource use or market activity.

Dickerman and Butzer JSJ use a more conventional multiplier analysis

in their estimation of impacts on four western regions of changes in

timber availability. Variation in regional lumber exports caused by

fluctuations in selected timber harvests have diverse impacts by region.

These result from differential multiplier effects in addition to varia-
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tions in population and labor force composition. The impacts can be

used to quantify the community-level costs and benefits of changes in

local timber availabilities.

Several input-output studies of Oregon counties have examined

changes in the allowable harvest from federal lands or lumber exports.

Darr and Fight [36 examine tradeoffs between changes in federal and

private timber harvests in Douglas County, Oregon, using the input-output

model developed by Yournans, et.al. [43] arid a methodology incorporating

changes in internal transactions (rather than exports). Decreases in

private harvest vo1umes.' when offset by corresponding increases in the

allowable cut from federal sources have a small positive impact on county

business income. Likewise, decreases in timber availability from both

sources result in larger negative impacts on county business income.

Alternatives to a decreased private timber harvest are an unstable local

economy or increased competition for federally owned timber in local

factor markets.

Other studies of timber-dependent Oregon counties have used the con-

ventional multiplier analysis in estimating the regional impacts of de-

creased timber availability. Bromley, et.al. [2], in the first Grant

County study, estimate that increases in stumpage availability of up to

ten percent result in a percentage increase of half again as much in

county business and wage income. A similar approach is used by Schmisseur

and Obermiller [33] and later Oberiniller [23] to examine tradeoffs between

selected growth strategies for Union County, Oregon; and by Ives and

Youmans [17] in an analysis of resource use restrictions in Tillamook

County, Oregon. In the former two studies, integrated growth strategies

These are decreased to 50 percent of the base year levels.
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result in greater impacts on business income and employment if associated

with resource and processing industries, rather than services or govern-

nient. In the latter study, decreases in timber availability, which like-

wise reduce plywood exports, have differential impacts by economic sec-

tor, primarily affecting wood products industries and households.

Input-output studies can be used effectively to show the impact by

economic sector of changes in timber availability on dependent communi-

ties. Relatively higher timber factor market prices and supplies asso-

ciated with change in local market conditions, such as in the bidding

method, can be shown to have varying degrees of impact among local

sectors.

Linear Prorammin Lo Flow Analyses

An outgrowth of the work by Danzig [6] and Koopmans [18], linear

programming models increasingly have been used in forestry applications

over the past two decades. While recent timber studies using the

technique have been concerned with large scale harvest scheduling models,

linear programming has also been adapted to regional timber and lumber

market analyses. The studies have dealt with the allocation of spatially

distributed resources, specifically the assignment of raw materials

(logs) to various intermediate and final processing operations.

In one such study, Davis, et. al. [9] examines the spatial distri-

bution and cost structure of Appalachian hardwood processors. Alterna-

tive formulations of the linear program include increases in the supply

of, and demand for, timber. These changes, given a stable timber or

semi-finished product price, technology and regional timber availability,

lead to increased regional wood processing and spatial shifts in pro-
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cessing facilities.

Weintraub and Navon [42] also consider the allocation of spatially

distributed timber resources, using data based on a hypothetical forest

representative of California west slope timber stands. This methodology

is also used to schedule timber harvests, maximizing present net bene.-

fits over a 30 year planning period. Discounted timber revenues are

derived from stuznpage values associated with different silvicultural

treatments and road investments to determine optimal harvest scheduling

and distribution patterns.

Pearse and Sydneysmith 128] analyze log allocations among competing

wood processing activities in British Columbia, assuming unbounded pro-

duction capacities and perfectly elastic timber supply. Processing

costs, output prices, and technology are fixed, and the authors ignore

short-run product and factor market price changes. The optimum, or

"efficient" equilibrium distribution of timber resource inputs is de-

fined as net revenue maximization across eight intermediate and final

production processes. Compared to historical allocations, results imply

that change in log use from lumber to veneer processing is warranted,

a "sub-optimal" consequence according to the authors of inadequate input

cost (stumpage) and output price estimates.

These results are indicative, like those of the previous two studies,

of the effects on timber (log) distributions of changes in factor mar-

ket prices and supplies. In particular, price changes associated with

different bidding techniques can affect wood processing output in com-

petitive markets, in turn impacting timber-dependent coimnunities.
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Multiple Model Regional Analyses

A systems approach integrating input-output and linear programming

methodologies is well suited to estimating economic impacts of changes

in timber factor markets. Stumpage quantities may be optimally allocated

among competing production processes, and the resulting lumber outputs

which stimulate changes in business income and employment in a timber-

dependent region can be evaluated.

Reimer [31] uses such a methodology in his analysis of wood products

investment alternatives in two southern Indiana counties. Development

and expansion of the timber-dependent economy through endogenous and

export demand for forest products is contingent on increases in local low

quality saw timber.

Two separate formulations of the model show that expansion of low

quality timber processing capacity at prevailing factor market prices

is possible given higher wood processing product prices, stable labor

supplies, and technological change. Increased factor market prices and

decreased stumpage supplies shift labor resources to the production of

other outputs. The results inrply the need for stable timber prices and

supplies, or increased productivity through technological change.

Benninghof and Ohlander [1] utilize a methodology sequentially

(rather than integrally, as in Reimer) linking linear programming and

input-output analysis as a planning tool to quantify alternative resource

uses in Southern Colorado. Multiple use resources, including timber,

are scheduled using the linear programming model, maximizing present net

These are cost minimization and maximization of 'economic benefits'.
In the former, final demand and household income are fixed, while in the
latter final demand and resources are fixed.
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benefits over a 24 decade planning horizon. Outputs are entered as pro-

jected wood processing final demands.

Available stuinpage supplies and prices are specified in the scheduling

model. Supplies and prices are varied over two alternative management

plans emphasizing maximum timber harvest and non-timber outputs, re-

spectively. Over the planning horizon, managing for higher timber sup-

plies produces a tradeoff favoring higher levels of timber volume and

employment at lower environmental quality and wilderness quality.

Using a similar approach, Fowler [11, 12] evaluates tradeoffs

between timber management alternatives in Humboldt County, California.

Although the methodology incorporates five submodels, the linked linear

program and input-output models primarily provide for scheduling public

and private timber harvests and estimating regional impacts over the

20 year planning horizon.

Forest management alternatives are designed to achieve overall

policy goals, i.e., increases in timber cut from federal or private

lands, rather than specific market conditions. Factor market conditions

are explicit within each alternative, however, as timber supply schedules

are varied by alternative to meet policy goals, and stumpage prices are

assumed to increase at a constant rate (five percent) each year.

Policy implications drawn by Fowler include the need for greater

investment in forest resources, most notably regeneration, to forestall

anticipated decreases in timber supply. Higher expected stumpage prices

and increases in productivity could be expected to encourage such in-

vestment.

Used in this manner, multiple model regional analyses can be used

to evaluate policy prescriptions, assuming stable timber factor market
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prices and supplies. As with other analytical models, these prices are

not expected to vary because of market imperfections such as limited

competition under oligopsony. In small area impact analysis, however,

consideration should be given to the effects of imperfect market struc-

tures on local timber supplies and stumpage prices.

Resource Dependency and Timber Factor Markets

Few previous studies of the forest products industry have included

changes in local factor market structure as a research objective. Tim-

ber supplies at the regional level often figure prominently in impact

analyses; but only in conjunction with stated policy goals and specific

stumpage price assumptions. In addition, firm-level costs related to

the distribution and processing of timber usually are not considered.

A methodology incorporating factor market structure and firm

specific costs is presented in Chapter III. The methodology permits

wood products sector outputs to be determined not only on the basis of

input Costs, but product market prices as well. Analyzed in this manner,

the impacts on a timber-dependent community of policy prescriptions are

consistent with local factor and product market conditions.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN

A methodology designed to evaluate changes in timber factor market

conditions and the subsequent impact on a regional economy may be readily

formulated. Akin to Fowler's 111, 12] analysis, the systems approach

presented here incorporates both input-output and linear programming

models.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe both models and their

data requirements consistent with the study objectives as stated in

Chapter I. The discussion concludes with the specification of the inter-

relationships between the multi-sector regional equilibrium model and

the wood products processing sector optimization model.

The Grant County Input-Output Model

Economic analyses using input-output models have been conducted at

the county level for over two decades. Originally proposed by Leontief

{20] as a means of analyzing national transactions of goods and services,

the input-output technique also has proven valuable in estimating the

impacts of economic change on smaller geographic regions.

The Grant County input-output model is the result of a need ex-

pressed by the Grant County Resource Council, and by the U.S. Forest

Service, to describe the structure of the timber-dependent county economy.

The model provides the means to analyze the impacts of change in resource

availabilities and use on the county economy.

Developing a small area input-output model requires a series of pri-

mary data collection activities. These steps include:
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(1) determining the total number of firms in the area and

cataloging them by economic sector;

(2) selecting a sample by sector;

(3) collecting data by personal interview and mail

questionnaire; and

(4) coding the data and constructing the input-output

tables.

The developed input-output model consists basically of three tables,

each representing in different ways the transactions of goods and ser-

vices within the county. Of these, the direct and indirect coefficients

table is most useful in the analysis of the impacts of changes in re-

source use. For example, and as shown in Figure 2, direct changes in

wood products exports result in direct and substantial indirect Csecondary)

business income, wage, and employment impacts.

Data Collection and Inferences

To facilitate data collection, all firms in Grant County were divided

into 26 economic sectors." The total number of firms in each sector was

determined using covered wage and employment data obtained from the De-

partment of Human Resources, Salem [2S] .---' These totals were verified

and in some cases expanded using telephone directory listings.

From these economic sectors, or strata, a random sample was drawn

sufficient to ensure minimum intrasectoral variance. This stratified

A listing and definitions is contained in Appendix C.

Appendix Dcontains information on other secondary sources.
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random sample approach was used for all but four sectors using the pro-

portional allocation method described in Cochran [3]. Mail survey methods

were used for the agriculture sectors and households.--"

Personal interviews with firms in the stratified random sample and

mail questionnaires' were collected and processed throughout July and

August, 1978. From this data base a raw transactions matrix was con-

structed. This matrix was then "balanced" by adjusting sector column

elements so that column and row totals were equal. Oiice this "balance"

was achieved for the model as a whole, the result was a "picture" of

the gross transactions in the 1977 Grant County economy.

Transactions Matrix

The inter-industry transactions shown in Table 2 are estimates of

the gross economic activity in Grant County for 1977. The matrix is

divided into 22 processing and four payments sectors, with households

endogenous. Transactions within the Grant County economy take place

among processing sectors, such as those representing manufacturing,

trade, households, or government. Transactions outside the county

economy (i.e., those not for current use in 1977) are specified as

capital accounts, imports, or exports.1

Transactions are read from Table 2 as either purchases or sales

whether inside or outside the county. Sales are read by row, purchases

by column. For example, in 1977 local wood processing firms purchased

A complete description of the sampling method and inferences is de-
scribed in Appendix C.

These are contained in Appendix C.

These are represented as nonlocal households, nonlocal government,
or nonlocal business.



Table 2. Grant County Business Transactions, 1977.
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$4,135,000 worth of productive inputs from local timber harvesting and

hauling firms. They likewise 'purchased" $11,155,000 in services (wages,

rents, dividends, and profits) from local households. Wood processing

firms also bought and sold $1,684,000 worth of goods among themselves as

intra-industry transactions in 1977. These firms sold $26,000 worth of

goods to mining firms and $32,746,000 worth of goods to nonlocal busi-.

nesses in 1977.

Direct Coefficients Matrix

The direct coefficients shown in Table 3 are the result of dividing

each column element of the transactions matrix by the column total, or:

x..

a.=--
iJ X.

J

whre:

a. . = direct coefficient,

X.. = column/row element of the transactions matrix,
'3

X. = column total of the transactions matrix, and
3

= 1, 2, .. ., 26.

(1)

The results show the proportional relationship between total pur-

chases and purchases from an individual sector. For example, in 1977

29.2 percent of all purchases in the lumber and wood products processing

sector were attributable to wages, rents, profits, and dividends. Wood

processing firms also purchased 22.1 percent of all productive inputs

from nonlocal businesses in this time period.



Table 3. Grant County Direct f Indirect Coefficients, l.77.
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Direct and Indirect Coefficients Matrix

While the direct coefficients are useful in describing the expendi-

ture patterns of local economic sectors, their use does not permit the

estimation of indirect, or secondary, imDacts on Grant County from

changes in factor or product market activity. By inverting the matrix

in Table 3, the direct and indirect coefficients that make these esti-

mations possible are produced.

This process may be considered in the following way. The trans-

actions matrix may be expressed in matrix notation as:

X=AX+ D, (2)

where:

X = total gross outputs = total gross outlays,

A = direct coefficients matrix, and

6/
D = final demand.

Rearranging terms,

X-AX=D, or (3)

X(I - A) = D, and (4)

x = (I - A)', (5)

where (I - A) is the direct and indirect coefficients matrix.

The elements of Table 4 show the direct and indirect effects of in-

creasing sector sales to final demand by one dollar. For example, each

one dollar increase in export sales by firms in lumber and wood products

This represents the capital account and all nonlocal sales.



Table 4. Grant County Direct Coefficients, 1977.

.-. ." ...................................

cJ
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processing increases total sector output by that dollar plus $.0499 in

intra-industry transactions. The total impact on the processing sector

is $l.0499. Likewise each dollar increase in export sales increases

purchases (and therefore other sector outputs) from retail and whole-

sale trade by $.1474 and households by $.5872.

The sum of each column in Table 4, or the multiplier, indicates the

total direct and indirect economic effects of one dollar in sales to

final demand. For example, each dollar increase in export sales by

lumber and wood products processing increases local transactions by that

dollar plus $l.5529 for a total impact of $2.5529.

Employment Estimations Using Input-Output Models

The capability of input-output analysis in impact assessments may

be broadened by drawing on methodologies developed for estimating employ-

ment impacts. Diamond [7) and Hazari and Krishnamunty 116] both pro-

posed methods of determining employment impacts using national input-

output models. A technique incorporating elements of these methodologies

may be used to provide employment estimates resulting from projected

changes in local timber markets.

Both authors show that wage income may be derived by using the

household row wage component from the direct coefficients matrix. Since

any estimate of change in final demand, D, may be used to calculate a

change in total gross output X. or:

x=(I-A) ID, I

then premultiplying X by a diagonal matrix containing the household row

wage component (C), results in a wage income estimate (W). In matrix
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= cx.
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(7)

An employment estimate by sector may be obtained from these results

by premultiplying estimated wage income (W) by a diagonal matrix con-

taming inverted average annual wages (F). In matrix notation:

E = FW. C8)

The components of this mathematical operation are shown in Table 5.

Theoretical Limits on the Input-Output Model

Like other techniques, use of a static input-output model imposes

some explicit theoretical assumptions. These include: (1) constant

factor proportions, (2) perfectly elastic factor supply, (3) fixed

technology; and prices equal to Unit cost (average revenue equal aver-

age cost). The assumption of fixed technology is the most restrictive

especially in long-run impact projections. The remaining assumptions are

not particularly limiting in the short-run, and are parallel to the

assumptions underlying the linear optimization model.

The Linear Programming Model

Although the input-output model may be used to project changes in

regional transactions, it cannot be constrained to reflect shifts in the

availability or distribution of timber resources. A linear program formu-

lated as a transportation type problem is used here to overcome these re-

strictions. Drawing on the many linear programming formulations of the
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Table 5. Household Row of the Direct Coefficients Matrix (Wage Compon-.
ent) and Average Annual Wages, Grant County, Oregon, 1977.

Wage Average
a/

Sector Component Annual Wage

Timber Harvesting
.2035 $ 8,757

hauling

Dependent Ranching .0609 S,262'

Other Ranching .0813 8,262Y

General Agriculture .0717 8,235

Mining .0101 10,286

Lumber Wood Products
.2523 16,408

Processing

Food Processing .1542 8,173

Other Manufacturing
1354 12 641

Processing

Transportation .1142 6,730

Communication Utilities .1199 11,660

Financial, Insurance,
0683 7 462Real Estate

General Construction .1151 7,246

Agricultural Services .0334 7,829

Professional Services .3468 6,388

Automotive Sales f Services .0763 10,057

Lodging .0066 1,883

Cafes Taverns .1897 3,170

Wholesale & Retail Services .2612 6,733

Wholesale Retail Trade .0414 5,900

Households 0 0

City County Government .3562 8,176

Local, State, Federal
.3700 12,092Agencies

Annual payrolls divided by employment.

The dependent ranching and other ranching sectors are combined due
to lack of data.
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past three decades,7' this model may be used to analyze spatially dis-

tributed resources and markets.

In the basic form, this linear programming model contains stumpage

volume and hauling costs. Additional costs and revenues are evaluated

in the solution through the use of transfer rows. The selected objec-

tive function maximizes net returns (total revenues minus total costs).

As shown in Figure 3, stumpage volumes may be optimally distributed and

processed by maximizing the difference between factor costs and processed

output revenues.

Constructing the linear program entailed collecting large amounts

of detailed data. This formulation required:

(1) defining factor input and processed output variables,

(2) collecting data by personal interview and from secondary

sources, and

(3) coding the data and ccnstructing the initial tableau.

Data Collection

Prior to initiating data collection, three sets of variables were

defined for the model. These included:

(1) Causal variables, :or cost coefficients and constraint

values by firm and tree species,

(2) Static variables or technical coefficients by firm,

and

-71 T.C. Koopnians 119] provides an account of some early transportation

type problems.
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(3) Effect variables or activity levels.

Data were collected for the first two categories, while the third cate-

gory represent solution outputs.

Specific variables for which data were collected are represented

as factor costs, stumpage volumes, and output revenues in Figure 3. The

cost coefficients, constraint values, and technical coefficients in the

linear program generally were obtained through personal interviews-p-"

with Grant County wood processors during the sinier of 1977. Secondary

data sources supplied information for coefficients on all revenues from

exports and endogenous log transfers. Data from the input-output surveys

were used to calculate labor and miscellaneous input technical coeffi-

cients and constraint values for lumber export production, log exports,

and net inventories.

The Initial Tableau

Construction of the initial tableau!21 required the placement of

cost coefficients, constraint values, and technical coefficients in an

array of columns and rows. The result is a representation, by firm and

tree species type, of the potential stulnpage supply, maximum output de-

mand (mill capacity), and factor market structure necessary to achieve

optimal stumpage distribution. In simplified form, the model may be ex-

pressed as follows:

A more complete description is contained in Appendix C.

A more complete description is contained in ApDendix D.
10/ . ..A detailed description is contained in Appenaix B.
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n m
Maximize A = E C. .X. . (9)

il j1 13 13

subject to:

X.. < b. for resource production constraints, (10)
13 1

X.. = b. for cost transfer constraints,
13 1

> 0 non-negativity constraint,

where:

C.. = cost (revenue coefficient for activity X. .),
13 13

X.. = activity level (effect variable), and

b = resource, production, or cost transfer constraint.

(11)

(12)

The solution values for the effect variables (X..'s) represent the

optimal stumpage distribution and processing given resource costs, revenue,

and available timber supply. Processed outputs of lumber products and

logs by firm are valued by their respective output prices (C. 's). These

outputs are then aggregated to create measures of lumber and wood pro-

ducts sector exports.

Theoretical Limits on the Linear Progrn

Some of the theoretical limitations considered in using the linear

programming technique are (1) fixed technology, (2) linearity in pro-

duction coefficients, (3) the assumption that t!shadow prices'T for slack



activities reflect competitive market prices;111 and (4) transactions

in all other sectors of the economy remain fixed. Most of these assump-

tions coincide with those specified for the input-output model. The

notable exception, the ceteris paribus requirement on the regional

economy, is, however, consistent with short-run static equilibrium

analysis.

The Interrelationship Between Both Models

The impact of changes in stumpage supply and factor costs on Grant

County may be seen in Figure 4. The research design results in an opti-

mal distribution of timber resources among firms given production costs

and output prices. Wood processing sector log and lumber exports are

converted to final demand elements in the input-output model.

Changes in timber factor market prices and quantities, when specified

as production Costs or constraints in the linear program, affect the

optimal distribution of timber resources. The resulting changes in log

and lumber exports may be expressed as increased (decreased) business

income, wage income, or employment using the input-output model. Selec-

tive changes in local factor markets, examined in the next chapter, are

seen to have significant impacts on the Grant County economy.

The etshadow prices" reflect the amount by which the objective func-
tion (net revenue) would be decreased if the corresponding activity is
included in the solution.
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CHAPTER IV

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the descriptive and

analytical features of the research design consistent with the specific

research objectives as stated in Chapter I. A description of the Grant

County economy is presented first, emphasizing the interrelationships

among all economic sectors, with special emphasis on the lumber and wood

products processing sector. A regional impact analysis for three hypo-

thesized timber supply/stumpage price scenarios in the local timber fac-

tor market is presented next. Here the spatial distribution of log

flows, lumber production, business income, wage, and employment effects

are evaluated with respect to these hypothetical changes in factor mar-

ket activity.

Economic Interrelationships in Grant County

The value of input-cutput analysis, in addition to impact analysis

capabilities, lies in the description of a regional economy. The re-

liance of Grant County's economy on outside transactions (imports and

exports), in particular exports of processed wood products, for internal

wage income and employment is characteristic of a "timber dependent

economy.

To evaluate the importance of timber resources and primary industries

in the Grant County economy, sectors from the input-output model are

aggregated into product groups, shown in Table 6. The relative import-

ance of product groups within the economy are shown in Figures 5 through

10.



Table 6. Total Sales by Product Group, Grant County, Oregon, 1977.

Product Group

1. Forest Products (1, 6)

2. Households (20)

3. Services (9-11, 14-18)

4. Other Products (4, 7, 8, 12, 19)

5. Government (21, 22)

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13)

7. Capital Goods

8. Exports

41

Sales Percent
($l,000's) of Total

$ 44,546 17

46,622 17

31,320 12

26,068 10

21,027 8

15,753 5

4,236 5

78,923 26

TOTAL $268,500 100
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Table 6 and Figure 5 represent total sales for Grant County product

groups in 1977. Forest Products, for example, accounts for 17 percent

of all sales in 1977. Some $45 million in product group sales include

$6 million in the timber hauling and harvesting sector, plus about $39

million in the lumber arid wood products processing sector.

Resource-based product groups (Forest Products and Agriculture)

account for over 23 percent of all sales in 1977. The Households pro-

duct group contribution (17 percent) represents mainly wages, profits,

and transfer payments. The remaining product groups contribute propor-

tionally less to total business transactions in the county.

The export-base of Grant County is shown in Table 7 and Figure 6.

The resource-based product groups, Forest Products and Agriculture,

dominate. These two product groups account for 48 percent and 15 per-

cent, respectively (63 percent in total) of all exogenous (export) sales

in 1977. The remaining product groups each account for about nine per-

cent of all products and services marketed outside the county.

Business imports for Grant County in 1977 are spread more evenly

aiiiong product groups, as shown in Table 8 and Figure 7. Compared to

exports, imports are 13 percent larger in 1977, reflecting net leakages

in dollar flows. Resource-based product groups account for only 18 per-

cent of all outside purchases. Excluding
"imports1 of nonlocal govern-

ment services (nonlocal ta'es) of Il percent, 71 percent of all outside

purchases are attributable to other businesses and households.

Wages paid by product group also differ markedly in Grant County.

As indicated in Table 9 and Figure 8, wages paid by resource-based pro-.

duct groups account for 47 percent of all covered wages. The large

proportion of covered wages attributable to government is the result of
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Table 7. Total Exports by Product Groups, Grant County, Oregon, 1977.

Sales Percent

Product Group ($l,000's) of Total

1. Forest Products (1, 6) $32,746 48

2. Households (20) 7,485 11

3. Services (9-il, 14-18) 5,359 8

4. Other Products (4, 7, 8, 12, 19) 7,065 10

5. Goverrunent (21, 22) 5,496 8

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13) 10,649 15

7. Capital Goods 0 0

TOTAL $68,800 100
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Table 8. Total Imports by Product Group, Grant County, Oregon, 1977.

Sales Percent
Product Group ($l,000's) of Total

1. Forest Products (1, 6) $10,413 13

2. Households (20) 19,441 25

3. Services (9-11, 14-18) 16,123 20

4. Other Products (4, 7, 8, 12, 19) 18,lll 23

5. Government (21, 22) 8,132 10

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13) 3,859 5

7. Capital Goods 2,848 4

TOTAL $78,927 100
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Table 9. Covered Wage Income by Product Group, Grant County, Oregon,
1977.

Wage
Income Percent

Product Group ($l,000's) of Total

1. Forest Products (1, 6) $10,857 44

2. Households (20) 0 0

3. Services (9-11, 14-18) 3,948 16

4. Other Products (5, 7, 8, 12, 19) 1,234 5

5. Government (21, 22) 7,896 32

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13) 741 3

TOTAL $24,676 100
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$5 million in state and federal agency payrolls, specifically those

attributable to local employment by the U.S. Forest Service. Since

these results include only covered payrolls and not proprietor's income,

however, proportions reported for these two product groups may be over-

stated. Even so, wages paid in Grant County to individuals by resource-

based industries and government are representative of other eastern

Oregon counties.

These results show that the Grant County economy is dependent on

exogenous sales by resource-based industries. Forest products sales in

particular contribute to the greater part of export sales, while e.xo-

genous purchases (imports) are about average in relation to other local

product groups. As a timber-based economy, Grant County may therefore

be expected to experience significant impacts from price or quantity

changes in the local timber factor market.

Forest Products Transactions

Significant export transactions by firms in the Forest Products

group are important to the Grant County economy..!! The corresponding

local input purchases (labor, electricity, taxes, etc.) also account

for a large proportion of product group business transactions. Through

the multiplier effect, these purchases induce additional impacts on the

county economy. These inter- and intra-industry transactions relation-

ships are described below.

This Forest Products group includes firms whose interrelationships

These include logs, veneer, rough and planed lumber, shingles, and
posts.
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consist essentially of timber resource flows." The six local mills in

this product group purchase approximately 50 percent of their productive

inputs from 33 local logging contractors. In turn, these purchases re-

present 75 percent of the local logging contractor's total sales. These

intra-industry transactions, shown in Tables 10 and 11, account for 14

percent of the total product group sales or purchases in the 1977 time

period.

The interrelationships between Forest Products firms and other

product groups are in general oriented toward purchase transactions.

As shown in Table 10 and Figure 9, sales to other product groups by

Forest Products firms are small in proportion to total sales. The ex-

ception, capital goods, indicates an investment rate that ranks high

among all product groups in 1977.

Table 11 and Figure 10 stiow that firms in the Forest Products group

purchase primarily raw materials and labor from local sources. The

large transactions between Forest Products firms and local governmental

agencies do not adequately reflect, however, the exchange of timber re-

sources in Grant County. Timber transactions take place In a complex

local log market, characterized by occasional barter agreements. This

situation arises from the function of logging contractors as resource

extractors, rather than resource processors.

In value terms, wood processors in Grant County purchase twice as

much stuinpage from government sources as from logging contractors.1

The sectors contained In this product group are timber hauling and

harvesting, lumber andTwoodproducts processing. Appendix C contains

these sector definitions.

These amounts are $7,562,000 and $4,l35.000, respectively.
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Table 10. Forest Products Sales by Product Group, Grant County, Oregon,
1977.

Sales Percent

Product Group ($l,000's) of Total

1. Forest Products (1, 6) $ 6,418 14

2. Households (20) 264 1

3. Services (9-11, 14-18) 2 *

4. Other Products (4, 7, 8, 12, 19) 66 *

5. Government (21, 22) 17 *

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13) 25 *

7. Capital Goods 5,008 11

8. Exports 32,746 74

TOTAL $44,546 100

* Less than one percent of total.

Table 11. Forest Products Purchases by Product Group, Grant County,
Oregon, 1977.

Purchases Percent

Product Group ($l,000's) of Total

1. Forest Products (1, 6) $ 6,418 14

2. Households (20) 13,972 31

3. Services (9-11, 14-18) 2,510 6

4. Other Products (5, 7, 8, 12, 19) 314 1

5. Government (21, 22) 8,807 20

6. Agriculture (2-4, 13) 685 2

7. Capital Goods 1,427 3

8. Imports 10,413 23

TOTAL $44,546 100
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Figure 10. Forest Products Purchases.
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However, volume differentials between both sources are significant.

Logging contractors provide only eight million board feet, or seven per-

cent of all stuxnpage to processors. This disparity between value and

volume results from two activities. The first, value added by logging

contractors, results in the price differential. Second, the practice

by wood processors of hiring local logging contractors to harvest stump-

age on outstanding U.S. Forest Service timber sales contributes to the

volume differential.

The subordinate economic role logging contractors assume in the

industry product group has implications for the optimal distribution of

stumpage. Log transactions between firms and logging contractors may

provide a short-term 'tdainpening" effect when factor market price of

quantity relationships change. But in the long run, the effects of

stumpage price increase or quantity decrease would be a shift in stump-

age distribution to processors with a lower overall cost structure. The

impacts on the timber-dependent economy of Grant County described here

therefore would be expected to sharpen if such changes in factor market

conditions persist.

impact Analysis of Changes in Factor Market Structure

Earlier studies by Mead [21] and others-1 have indicated that the

use of sealed bidding or entry of outside firms into oligopsonistic mar-

kets can mean locally increased sturnpage prices or decreased stumpage

availability. Such changes in factor market activity ultimately affect

export sales, the effects of which "ripple" throughout the economy due

These studies have been reviewed in Chapter II.
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to the multiplier effect.

As described in Chapter III, changes in factor market conditions

are introduced as increases in stumpage price and/or decreases in local

stumpage supplies. The effects of these hypothetical factor market

changes, either of which could result from a shift from closed to open

bidding, are manifest as changes in local economic transactions. Of

special interest are impacts on lumber and log exports, business income,

wages, and employment.

Changes in factor market activities are integrated into the method-

ology in several steps. First, alternatives are defined. The imposition

of sealed bidding or entry of outside buyers is assumed to affect only

1977 timber sales. Price and/or quantity relationships are assumed to

fluctuate by 20 percent. The alternatives using these assumptions are,

then, (1) a 20 percent increase in the maximum stumpage price on out-

standing U.S. Forest Service timber sales, (2) a 20 percent decrease in

the minimum stumpage available on these sales, and (3) a combination of

both price and quantity changes.

Alternatives are incorporated into a ubase year's linear program by

replacing the relevant price and quantity values in the objective func-

tion and constraints with corresponding alternative va1ues..' In the

base year. the existing production capacity of local wood processors is

fixed at prevailing (1977) levels. The output, or effect variables, from

these alternative linear prograimning solutions show in detail the optimal

A parametric program was used with the base year model to determine
maximum and minimum ranges on those cost coefficients and constraint
values in solution. These extremes were then modified by a 20 percent
increase or decrease (or both) in base year values. Those coefficients
and constraints not in solution were modified by a 20 percent increase
or decrease (or both) in base year values. These changes were only
applied to 1977 timber sales.
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spatial distribution and activity levels of all variables.

Stumpage Distribution

Total stumpage volume available from the Maiheur National Forest

exceeds short-run production requirements (given existing mill capacity)

under each of the three alternatives. Most of the available timber is

due to timber sales let prior to 1977 (Table 12). This sizeable uncut

volume under contract plus the existence of a log transfer market serves

as a "buffer" between short-run production requirements and potential

factor market instabilities.

The availability of uncut timber under contract at relatively lower

prices and larger quantities leads to optimal solutions containing stump-

age from sales let prior to 1977. As shown in Table 12, full capacity

production requirements account for only 61 percent of available stump-

age in the base year. The greater proportion (46 percent) of total

stumpage is attributable to previous year sales.

Under alternatives one through three, the overall percentages of

stumpage utilized decline. More significantly, the utilization of sales

let in previous years increases by three to four percent. These de-

creases in total stumpage harvested and distributed result in differential

impacts among local wood products processing firms, since large fir1ns.!'

in Grant County control 97 percent of the uncut stumpage from previous

year sales. This uncut volume under contract controlled by large

(Category I) firms results in optimal solutions that significantly affect

stumpage distribution to small (Category II) firms when changes in factor

market conditions are introduced.

6/ .

These are firms with covered employment greater than 100.



Table 12. Total Stumpage Volume Available, and Stuinpage Volume Input to Timber Processors, Base Year
industry Capacity and Alternatives I through III, Maiheur National Forest, Oregon, 1974-1977.

1977 Previous Years Total

Stumpage Percent Stumpage Percent Stuinpage Percent
Alternative! Volume of Total Volume of Total Volume of Total
Total (MBF) Available (MBF) Available (MBF) Available

Base Year 39,474 1.5 120,629 46 160,103 61

Alternative I 17,809 7 129,222 49 147,031 56

Alternative II 28,997 11 129,222 49 158,219 60

Alternative III 14,396 5 131,534 50 145,930 55

Total Available 91,370 35 172,184 65 263,554 100

fri
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The differences in stumpage distribution among firms are shown in

Table 13. For each price/quantity alternative, results are reported by

species and stumpage costs (U.S. Forest Service revenues). Under each

alternative, Category I firms maintain overall stumpage levels within

ten percent of total base year levels. This same relationship holds for

those species processed by Category I firms.2' Those species not pro-

cessed by large firms and traded in the local log market (log transfers)

vary up to 20 percent from the base year. Stumpage costs vary in the

same proportion, being generally less than base year values. Higher

total input costs for ponderosa pine under Alternative II result from

increased log transfer demand.

Stumpage distributed to Category II firms under present full capacity

production is in sharp contrast to distributions under all three price!

quantity alternatives. For those species processed by Category II

8/
firms,' volume decreases by up to 8b percent. While impacts under

Alternative II are less severe, those under Alternatives I and III are

identical: Reductions in input volumes of up to 45 percent are present.

Total stunipage costs generally vary in the same proportion as stumpage

volumes for the smaller firms.

The responsiveness of local logging contractors (Category III firms)

to changes in factor market conditions is evident when examining the re-

maining stumpage distributions. Although a maximum annual volume trans-

action constraint of 9,000 MBF was placed on these firms, there is con-

siderable variation in stuinpage distribution among species within this

1/ These are: Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir/western larch.

These are: Douglas-fir/western larch, white fir, and 1odgeoie
pine.



Table 13. Stumpage Distribution to Processors Peon the Naiheur National forest Under Capacity Production and Alternatives I through III.

Cat

Srr

.tlt

P

II

Tot

Alt

I,

I)

Tot

Base Year Alternative I AIte'natjse 11 Alternative Ill
'gory/ $ Percent of $ Percent of Percent of $ Percent of Percent of Percent of

irsJ Mitt ($l,000s) bUtt 807v Year ($l,000s) Base Year PF Base Year (SI,000s) Base Year MBF Base Year ($l,000s) Base Year

'motive

106,182 6,134 101,424 96 5,740 94 106,745 10! f,,257 102 100,620 95 5,713 93

20,960 1,103 18,919 90 910 82 20,B32 99 1,093 99 18,8/7 90 910 83

14,386 828 11,913 83 094 72 13,604 95 754 91 11,636 81 571 70

5,017 237 4,007 80 143 60 4,607 92 200 85 4,032 92 148 62

ii 146,545 8,299 136,263 93 7,385 89 145,788 99 8,304 101 135,165 92 7,342 88

rnat ire

600 40 220 43 12 30 220 43 12 30 220 43 30 30

965 29 553 55 7 23 696 72 10 34 553 55 7 23

83 S 10 12 1 12 33 40 1 21 10 12 1 12

3,071 6! 971 32 20 33 2.411 79 48 79 971 32 20 33

4.628 135 1,734 37 40 20 3,360 73 71 53 1,734 37 40 29

?rnat lyeill
3,119 215 4,278 137 332 136 2,589 83 207 85 5,068 162 397 . 162

1,200 75 842 70 48 64 1,499 125 79 106 753 63 46 61

893 64 340 38 25 40 463 52 37 58 448 50 35 54

3,788 214 3,540 93 156 73 4,449 117 180 84 2,740 72 120 56

597 99total 9,000 S98 9000 100 561 94 9,000 100 504 84 9,000 100

Species types are as fai1ows (1) P - Ponderosn Pine, (2) 0 - flougIasFir/Wegtern Larch, (3) Ii - White Fir, and (4) I, - Lodgcpoie PIne.
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limit. This variability results from different log transfer demands

under each alternative. In particular, volume distributions under

Alternatives I and III are skewed to Category I firms (processing ponderosa

pine). The distribution under Alternative II results in larger alloca-

tions to those species processed by Category II firms. Stuinpage values

again correspond proportionately to distribution volumes.

Moderate decreases in both the volume and value of stumpage among

most firms demonstrate the importance of previous year sales. The large

differences in distribution that do exist for some firms under some

price/quantity alternatives are due to the inclusion of higher costs

timber sales in the solution. These timber sales affect firms through

higher harvest and transport costs as well as through stumpage costs.

Additional Log Distribution

Additional log supplies are available to Category I and II firms

from net inventories, imports, and log transfers. All sources contribute

only 14 percent of total input requirements, but each acts to moderate

the impacts of changes in factor market activity.

Net inventories and imports continue at base year levels under each

alternative. As shown in Table 14, Category I firms maintain higher

net inventories as a result of their production requirements. Species

distribution among net inventories also reflect each firms' proportional

utilization of log inputs.

Log imports and timber harvested outside the region by local firms

are excluded from all optimal solutions. The failure of these variables

to enter into solution is attributable to high hauling and stumpage costs

relative to similar costs associated with timber supply sources.



Table 14. Log Inputs to Timber Processors From lnyentories tinder Capacity Production nd Alternatives I through III,

Category/

Base Year

$

Alteriia'jve

$

I

Percent of

Alternative TI Alternative

$

Ill

Percent of$ Percent ofSpecicsa/ I1IF ($I,000s) 1flF ($t,000s) Base iear IIBF ¶$1,000s) Base Year MOP ($1,000s) Base Year
Cat&'ory

P 5,636 10 5,636 10 100 5,636 10 100 5,636 10 1000 1,589 3 1,589 3 100 1,589 3 100 1,589 3 100W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Total 7,225 13 7,225 13 100 7,225 13 100 7,225 13 100

Category
11

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 802 3 802 3 100 802 3 100 802 3 100W 100 b/ 100 bf 100 100 100 100 b/ 100
L 100 hI 100 100 100 hI 100 100 hI 100Total 1,003 3 1,003 3 100 1,003 3 100 1,003 3 100
Speeic types are as follows: (1) P - Ponderosa Pine, (2) Ii - Douglas-rir/Wcstern Larch, (3) W - lThit Fir, and (4) L - Lodgepole Pine.

less than $1,000.

Lk.
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Endogenous log transfers act in the alternative solutions as a means

of compensating, in the short term, for changes in factor market activity.

Category I and II firms, as shown in Table 15, have log transfers of

species types not used in production, while Category III firms allocate

logs to firms with higher log input demands. Although transfers among

firms are comolex, several generalities are apparent. Price increases

in factor markets (Alternatives I and III) greatly increase log transfers,

predominately among high value species. Decreases in the availability of

stumpage (Alternative II) increase transfers of lower quality species.

Log transfers by firm type increase substantially for Alternatives I

and III, but decrease somewhat under Alternative II. The increase is due

to large Category I intra-firm transfers of high value species from pre-

vious year sales. This activity does not occur under Alternative II,

demonstrating the sensitivity of log transfers to prices in local factor

markets. The activity of independent logging contractors is responsive

to demands by firms for species used in production. Shifts to high value

species occur under Alternatives I and III, but are near base year levels

under Alternative II.

Logs supplied to processing firms from other sources modify the

impacts of changes in the local factor market. This short-run compensa-

tion results from log transfer adjustments involving high value species.

A shift in allocations to large firms, however, restricts supplies avail-

able to smaller firms, resulting in reduced production potential.

Lumber Production, Log Exports, and Net Inventories

The utilization of stumpage supplies in lumber production constitutes
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approximately 75 percent of all revenue activities in the model.2' The

remaining activities, log exports and net inventories, provide an addi-

tional market outlet for species types not used in production and for

short-term storage of excess log supplies.

The availability of previous year stumpage and the log transfer

market enables Category I firms to maintain production at capacity levels

over all alternatives, as shown in Table 16. Price increases in local

factor markets restrict the availability of low value stumpage to

Category II firms, however, resulting in lower production levels. Al-

though decreases in quantity (Alternative II) are less restrictive than

decreases in price, the differential price structure for stumpage still

limits the available quantity of low value species.

The higher value of processed lumber compared to logs results in

reduced log exports. As shown in Table 17, reductions in log export

levels occur over all alternatives, but are especially conspicious for

Category II firms.

Alternatively, net inventories (Table 18) are not appreciably

affected by local changes in stumpage prices or timber supplies. Logs

in inventory are valued at the same market price as log exports in the

model.

Production and logs exports by Category I firms are not significantly

affected by price or quantity changes. The primary effects portrayed in

the optimal distribution of stumpage are the reduction in Category II

firm outputs. These impacts are the cumulative result of local price!

quantity changes, the availability of other stumpage sources, and

.2! Appendices B and D contain an explanation of revenue activities and
data sources.



Table 16. Lumber Production by Species and Firm Type, tinder Capacity and Alternatives I through III, Grant County.

Base Year Alternative I Alternative II Alternative III
Categor/ $ Percent of $ Percent of $ Percent ofSpecies-! MBF ($1,000s) MBV ($l,000s) Base Year MgI' (SJ,000s) Base Year IIBF ($l,000s) Base Year

Category 1
P 106962 33,76!) 106,962 33,769 100 106,962 33,769 100 106,962 33,769 100

0 211 63 211 63 100 211 63 100 21 63 100

W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 0 0 (1 (1 0 0 0 0

Total 107,173 33,832 107,173 33,832 100 107,173 33,832 100 107,173 33,832 100

Category II

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 7,196 1,425 7,195 1,425 100 7,196 1,425 100 7,196 1,425 100

W 565 100 0 0 0 87 15 15 56 10 10

L 11,942 2,114 8,577 1,518 72 11,533 2,041 97 7,811 1,383 65

Total 19,703 3,639 15,773 2,943 81 18,816 3,482 96 15,063 2,817 77
'

species types are as followa: (1) p - Pondesosa Pine, (2) I) - Oouglas-Plr/Western Larch, (3) W - White Fir, and (4) L - Lodgepole Pine.



Table 17. Log Exports by Species and Firm Type, Under Capacity Production and Alternatives I through III, Grant County.

Base Year Alternative I Alternative II Alternative III

Category,' $ $ Percent of $ Percent of $ Percent of
Species a/ MBF ($1,000s) MBF ($l,000s) Base Year MBF ($l,000s) Base Year MBF ($l,000s) Base Year

Category I

P 3,389 647 0 0 0 3,430 655 101 0 0 0

0 18,724 2,572 14,951 205 80 18,336 2,519 98 14,827 2,037 79

W 14,375 2,163 11,921 179 83 13,612 2,048 95 11,44 1,752 31

L 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0

Total 36,489 5,383 26,872 3,848 71 35,378 5,222 97 26,471 3,789 70

Category II

P Sb 97 19 4 4 220 42 43 0 0 0

1) 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 100 0 0 100

IV 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 100 0 0 100

I, 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 100 0 0 100

Total 510 97 19 4 4 200 42 43 0 0 0

Species types are as follows: (1) P - Ponderoca Pine, (2) 0 - Douglns-Fir/liestcrn Larch, (3) W - White Fir, and (4) L - lodgepole Pine.

C'



Table 18. Log Inventory Set Aside by Species and tirm Type Under Capacity Production and Alternatives I through III, Grant County.

Base Year Alter;ative I Alternative II Alternative III

Category/ S $ Percent of $ Percent of $ Percent of

Species / MBF ($l,000s) MBF ($l,000s) Base Year MRP ($1,000s) Base Year MBP ($1,000s) Base Year

Category I

p 4,546 1,087 4,546 1,087 100 4,546 1,087 100 4,546 1,087 100

11 134 22 134 22 100 134 22 100 134 22 100

IV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 4,680 1,109 4,680 1,109 100 4,680 1,109 100 4,680 1,109 100

Category l

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 Sf11 82 501 82 100 501 82 100 501 82 100

IV 501 88 500 88 99 501 88 100 501 88 100

L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

total 1,002 170 1,001 170 99 1,002 170 100 1,002 170 100

' Species types are as follows: (I) p - Ponderosa Pine, (2) II - Douglas-Pir/Western Larch, (3) W White Eir, and (4) L - Lodgepole Pine.



activities in the log transfer market.

Net Returns and Industry Exports

Although production changes by Grant County wood products proces-

sors are the consequence of decreased timber availability, net returns

to the industry are not appreciably affected. As shown in Table 19,

net returns vary up to 16 percent from base year levels for Category II

firms, but never by more than seven percent for Category I firms. The

reaction of Category III firms to changes in factor market conditions

is apparent. Quantity and/or price changes in the market increase net

revenues to Category III firms due to increased transactions in high

value stumpage.

Absolute changes in total net returns over all alternatives also

are correspondingly small. Due to the proportionally small output of

Category II firms, total industry output varies only six percent over

all alternatives. The decreased availability of stumpage (Alternative

II) likewise has a marginal impact on total industry output.

Lumber exports associated with each alternative were assumed to be

directly related to levels of industry output. When levels of endogenous

demand are low, logs tend to be exported (Table 19). Relative to the

base year, these exports vary by six percent or less from base year

levels, as shown in Table 20.

In summary, the wood products processing industry in Grant County

will be affected by changes in factor market conditions induced by

changes in bidding methods. The overall effect is to reduce output.

Shifts in the prices and supply of 1977 timber sales on the 1alheur

National Forest have the greatest impact on smaller firms. In absolute



Table 19. Summary of Production Costs, Revenues, and Net Returns, for Base Year and Alternatives I through III, Grant County.

HaseYear' Alternative I ] Alternative TI Alternative Ill

11 III Total 1 11 III Total I

-29,104

11

-1,207

111

-1,067

Total

-31,378

I

-27,824

II

- 830

III

-1,210

Total

-29,864Factor?/ -29,022 -1,426 -1,137 -31,585 -27,096 - 876 -1,168 -30,040

inputs
($1 ,000s)

Net!' 613 -2,150 1,537 0 293 -1,928 -1,635 0 682 -2,148 1,466 0 148 -1,881 1,733 0

Internal

Transfers
($1 ,000s)

Produc- 40,324 3,906 0 44,230 38,789 3,117 0 41,906 40,164 3,694 0 43,857 38,731 2,988 0 41,718

tiuld,00t_
Put
($1 ,000c)

Net!' 11,915 330 400 12,646 11,087 313 466 11,866 11,741 339 399 12,479 11,055 277 522 11,854

Returns
($1 ,000s)

Percent u 100 100 100 100 93 95 117 94 99 103 99 99 93 84 130 94

Base Year

____
Capacity production.

Stumpage costs, inventories, hauling, harvesting, labor, inventory management, sort yard and miscellaneous input costs.

Stumpage cost minus stumpage revenue in the log transfer market.

Total revenues from lumber output, log inventories and log exports.

_eJ Column 4 minus the sum of Columns 1 through 3.

'-1

CD
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Table 20. Changes in Production (Exports) as a Proportion of Base Year
Production (Exports), Grant County, Oregon.

Production Change Form
(Exports) Base Year Percent of

Alternative ($l,000s) ($i,000s) Base Year

Base Year 44,230 0 0

I 41,906 2,324 6

II 43,857 373 1

III 41,718 2,512 6
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terms, however, the industry-wide change in export activity over all

price/quantity alternatives is slight.

Regional Impacts Using the Input-Output Model

Changes in lumber and log exports from Grant County under each al-

ternative are small in relation to total product group exports. These

impacts do affect regional business income, wages, and employment, how-

ever, through decreased direct and indirect local transactions. Direct

impacts, or changes in exports, are listed in Table 20.

Results obtained by applying these export changes to the input-output

portion of the model are shown in Tables 21 through 23. Export declines

in excess of two million dollars (Table .21) under Alternatives I and III

yield three to four percent decreases in total business income, wages,

and employment within Grant County. Minimal declines in exports under

Alternative II result in correspondingly modest total impacts on the

regional economy.

These decreases are distributed predominately among four product

groups, excluding Forest Products. These include Households, Government,

Services, and Other Products. In terms of business income other than

household wages, the indirect effects on Government, Services, and

Other Products groups account for the bulk of the impact on the regional

economy.

Wage income and employment declines (Tables 22 and 23) primarily

are manifest in the Forest Products and Government sectors which account

for over 80 percent of all household income losses under each alternative.

Although small with respect to total wage income and employment in Grant

County, the losses under Alternatives I and Ill could result in additional



Table 21, Impacts of Changes in Lumber and Wood Products Exports on Grant County Business Income by Product Group

Alternative and

Base/ Alternative I Alternative II Alternative III

$ Percent of $ Percent of Percent of
Product Group ($1,000s) ($l,000sl Paso (fl,000s) Base ($l,000s) Base

Forest Products (1, 6) 56,541 -2,733 5 -439 1 -2,953 5

Households (20) S26l4 -1,365 3 -219 .4 -1,475 3

Services (P-lI, 14-18) 34,202 - 656 2 -105 .3 - 709 2

Other Products (
27,840 - 404 1 - 65 - 436 2.2

(iOVern"'eilt (21, 72) 24,012 - 680 3 -109 .5 - 735 3

Agriculture (2-4, 13) 16,178 - 97 1 - l .1 - 105

Total (All Sectors) 211,387 .5,934 3 -952 .5 -6,514 3

The initial or direct additional changes under each alternative are: (1) -2,324; (2) -373; and (3) -2,512.

1977 input-output transactions adjusted for capacity production in the lumber and wood products processing sector.



Table 22. Impacts of Changes in Lumber and Wood Products Exports on Grant County Wage Income by Product Group Based on the Structure of the

Economy in 1977.

Alternative and impac

Base Alternative I

$ Percent of

Product Group ($l,000s) ($1,000s) Base

Forest Products (1, 6) 13,895 -. 674 5

l!oucho1d (20) 0 0 0

Services (9-11, 14-18) 4,197 - 81 2

Other Products (5, 7, 1,(4 - 22 2

2 19

GOvernment (21, 22) 8,929 - 255 3

Agriculture (2-4, 13) 803 - 4

Total CAll Sectors) 29,232 -1,038 4

The initial changes for each alternative are exprescd in Table 20.

Alternative II Alternative III

$ Percent of $ Percent of

($1,000s) Base ($1,000s) Base

-108 1 - 730 5

0 0 0 0

-13 .3 - 87 2

-4 .3 - 24 2

-41 .S - 276 3

-1 .1 - S I

-167 1 -1,222 4



Table 23. Impacts of Changes in Lumbar and Wood Products Exports on Grant County Employment by Product Group Based on the Structure of the

Economy In 1977.

Alternative and 1mpact-'

Ease Alternative I Alternative II Alternative Ill

$ Percent of $ Percent of $ Percent of

Product Group ($J,000s) ($l,000s) Base ($l,000s) Base ($1,000s) Base

Forest Products (1, 6) 930 -45 5 -. 7 1 -48 5

ITouchn1dc (20) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Services (9-11, 14-18) 580 -10 2 - 2 .3 -11 2

Other Products (5, 7,

8, 12, i
208 - 3 1 - 1 .5 - 4 2

Government (21, 22) 853 -23 3 3 .4 -25 3

Agri'ti)ture (2-4, 13) 98 - 1 1 0 0 - I

fetal (All Scctorr) 2,669 -82 3 -13 .5 -89 3

The initial changes under each alternative are expiessed in Table 20.

01
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unemployment in a region noted for high jobless rates.

Changes in production levels occurring as a consequence of in-

creased stumpage prices or decreased local timber supplies, or both,

directly affect the regional economy. Results from the input-output

analysis indicate that these changes reduce regional business income,

wages, and employment by less than five percent of base year levels.

Some significance may be attached to these measures when considered in

relative terms, however.
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CHAPTER V

SUv1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The economic stability of Grant County is dependent on natural re-

source use. Lumber and log exports have a dominate influence on the

Grant County economy, contributing significantly to regional business

income, wages, and employment. Changes in factor market conditions

affect exports which in turn influence local economic transactions.

In the context of this resource-based economy, the conclusions of

this research are presented below. Further implications from more re-

strictive timber resource constraints and suggestions for future re-

search also are considered.

The specific questions relating to the research problem have been

the following:

(1) How is the Grant County economy structured, and specifically

what are the economic interrelationships between the local

li.nnber and wood products processing sector and the overall

economy?

(2) How do lumber and wood products firms respond to changes in

local factor market conditions, where such changes are in-

duced by increased demand from outside timber buyers?

(3) What are the local business income, wage, and employment

effects of increased stwnpag prices and/or decreased timber

supplies in local factor markets?
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Conclusions

The results presented in the preceding chapter satisfy the specific

objectives which have guided this research effort. The research results

reveal the sensitivity of the county economy to changes in stumpage

allocation." Although this research problem focused on price and

quantity conditions associated with open versus closed bidding on timber

sales, other more or less restrictive policies could be evaluated.

The descriptive information provided by the input-output model con-

firms that Grant County is dependent on its natural resource base.

Activities such as wood processing, agriculture and, to some extent,

mining will have a role in future economic growth or decline. In addi-

tion, Grant County is similar to other Eastern Oregon counties in its

dependence on a relatively large government share in total economic

activity.

As resource processors, wood products firms in Grant County con-

tribute heavily to the economic base. Since lumber and wood exports

are based on local stumpage supplies, use of exogenous timber inputs

(log imports) are minimized, resulting in a relatively large business

income multiplier for the wood products industry. The high labor input

levels associated with wood procezsing also result in the largest sector

wage income and employment levels in the county.

Impacts on wood processing firms resulting from changes in stump-

age prices and availability have been shown to vary by firm type. Tim-

ber availability under these market conditions is most restrictive on

smaller firms due to a higher overall cost structure and minimal uncut

This sensitivity is measured in terms of business income, wages,
and employment.
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volume under contract. Stunipage price increases or declines in stump-

age availabilities are accompanied by an overall increase in stumpage

value and volume harvested by independent logging contractors. These

results emphasize the significance of previous year timber sales and

log transfers, which permit short-term adjustments to changes in the

local factor market structure.

Decreases in lumber exports, with corresponding declines in net

returns, are primarily associated with low value stumpage and small

wood processors. Log exports, however, significantly decline over all

firm types and species, further reducing net returns. Relative to base

year levels, variations in these exports in absolute terms is small,

however, for the selected market condition alternatives.

Business income, wage, and employment impacts resulting from these

factor market changes also are small when compared to base year lumber

and log exports. Indirect effects on Households and Government product

groups are relatively more pronounced.

While not specifically addressing the issues of "coiunity stabil-

ity", sustained yield, or methods to increase U.S. Forest Service stump-

age revenues, the results of this research. may be useful in evaluating

some of the impacts of these policies. If such policies impose restric-

tions on local timber supplies and/or upward pressure on stumpage prices,

they likely will slow or reverse short-term marginal growth. The trade-

offs between specific policy prescriptions and local economic impacts

are important to a timber-dependent economy.

Extensions of the Metho

Increases in stumpage prices and decreases in stumpage availability



have regional impacts, but are tempered by uncut volume under contract

which acts as a "buffer" against local factor market instability. The

question may be asked "What if this 'buffer' were not present?".

Several policy decisions or market conditions could lead to a

drastic decrease in local timber supplies. These include decreases in

the allowable cut (assuming constant factor market demand), shorter

timber sale contract lengths, or product market conditions favorable to

accelerated timber harvests on long-term sales.

To briefly evaluate such conditions, previous year stuinpage avail-

able for current year use was reduced by up to 25 percent. A linear

optimization was then performed for the three alternatives described in

the previous chapter, with the base year adjusted to reflect reduced

"standing inventory"

Linear Optimization Results

Solutions obtained for the adjusted base and three alternatives re-

sult in much larger reductions than those reported in the preceding

chapter. However, magnitudes of change among alternatives occur in much

the same pattern as those under less severe constraints (Table 24)

Lumber and log exports under the first two alternatives decrease

between 17 and 45 percent. More dramatic declines in exports occur

under Alternative III. When considered in total, little difference

exists between Alternatives I and II, relative to the ad-iusted base.

- Total base year stumpage supplies tnere±ore are different from those
described in Chapter IV. Base year lumber and log exports are the re-
suit of decreased timber availability from previous year sales. Assuming
no further changes in the regional economy, a new input-output trans-
actions matrix is generated using these results, representing adjusted
intersectoral transactions.



Table 24. Lndogenous Production for Export, Log Exports, and Return to Fixed Factors Under Conditions of Decreased Timber Availability, Giant County, Oregon

Prod, for Export Percent of log Exports Percent of Total Exports Percent of

Net Returns Percent of Adj. Ease Adj. Base Adj. Base!!

Alternative ($l,000s) Adj. Base MBF (l,O0Os) TBF MOP ($l,000s) MEF MEt ($1,000s) MBF

Adjusted Base 4,066 100 E3,l3S 23,967 100 12,506 1,790 100 95,641 75,759 100

Altexuative 1 2,772 68 70,742 20,677 85 6,896 999 55 77,638 21,676 81

Alternative II 3,444 85 69,078 20,065 83 7,294 1,046 58 76,372 21,111 80

Alternative III 2,597 64 62,137 18,063 7S 4,173 607 33 66,310 18,671 69

l'erc,nt of capacity in dollar terms is about three percent greater under all alternatives for totals, and equal for export production and log exports.

Co
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Substantial changes in Alternative III exports, however, are evident.

When compared to the adjusted base year levels, net returns sub-

stantially decrease for Alternatives I and III. As stumpage prices are

increased, low value stunipage is harvested at a greater rate. Both of

these factors contribute to reduced net returns. Smaller relative de-

creases are evident under Alternative II, as price differentials between

time periods (1977 and previous years) are not present. Relatively

lower stuinpage prices result in higher net returns under this alternative.

Although not shown in the accompanying tables, total exports and

net returns of Category II firms again decrease substantially. Lower

cost structures and the existence of large sales permits a continued

distribution of stunmage to Category I firms. As with previous results,

Category II firms receive log inputs primarily from Category II firms

and the local log transfer market. The reduced standing inventory solu-

tions result in greater magnitudes of changes in total exports and net

returns associated with essentially the same internal stumpage distribu-

tion.

Input-Output Results

Regional impacts from the reduction in previous year stumpage

available are about twice as great as those described in the preceding

chapter. As shown in Tables 25 and 26, approximately the same level

of impact by alternative exists for business income, wages, and employ-

ment under these conditions of restricted stuinpage availability. In

addition, as direct changes in exports are virtually equal for Alterna-

tives I and II, little difference exists in direct and indirect regional

impacts for these alternatives.



Table 25. Impacts of Changes in Lumber and Wood Products Exports on Grant County, Oregon, Business income by Product Group:

Product Group

Poreat Products (1, 6)

Households (20)

Services (9-11, 14-18)

nth, (C 7

Adj us ted

Ba 50b/

($1 ,000s)

36, 331

42,519

29,347

Alternative and Imnact

Alternative I

Business
Income Percent of
($1,000s) Adj. Base

- 4,811 -13

-2,398 -6

- 1,153 - 4

Alternative II

Business
Income Percent of

($1,000s) Adj. Base

- 5,464 -15

-2,730 -6

- 1,313 - 4

Alternative III

Business
Income Percent of

($1,000s) Adj. Base

- 8,333 -23

- 4,163 -10

- 2,002 - 7

'' 24,855 - 709 - 3 - 807 - 3 - 1,231

Government (21, 22) 18,985 -- 1,194 - 6 - 1,360 - 7 - 2,073

Aificuiture (2-4, 13) 15,462 - 170 - I - 193 - I - 295

Total (All Sectors) 167,499 -10,425 - 6 -11,867 - 7 -18.096

The initial or Direct additi'na1 changes under each alternative are: (1) -4,084; (2) -4,648; and (3) -17,088.

Product Gioup Total Gross Output, 1977 total output minus projected income from changes in wood products exports.

-5

-11

-2

co



Table 26. Impacts of Changes in Lumber and Wood Products Txports on Grant County, Oregon, Wage Income by Product Group.

Alternative

Alternative I Alternative II Alternative III

Adjusted Wage Wage Wage

Base Income Percent of Income Percent of Income Percent of

Product Group ($l,000s) ($l,000a) MJ. Base ($l,000s) Mj. Base @l,000s) Adj. Base

Forest Products (1, 6) 8,902 -1,186 .13 -1,350 -15 -2,059 -23

households (20) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Services (9-il, 14-18) 3,599 - 142 - 4 - 162 - 4 - 246 - 7

OthePrdu (5, 7, 1,242 - 39 - 3 - 44 - 4 - 68 - S

Governeent (21. 22) 7,041 - 449 - 6 - 511 - 7 - 779 -11

Agriculture (2-4, 13) 771 - 8 -1 - 9 - I -. 13 -2

Total (All Sectors) 21,556 -1,823 - 8 -2,076 -10 -3,165 -15

Initial changes for each alternative arc expressed in Table 25.

0,



Table 27. Impacts of Changes in lumber and Wood Products Exports on Grant County, Oregon, Employment by Product Group.

Alternative and Impact!1

Alt erna t ive i

Product Group

Forest Products (1, 6)

households (20)

Services (911. 14-18)

Other Products (5, 7,
8, 12, 19)

Government (21, 22)

Agriculture (2-4, 13)

Adjusted
Ease

($1 ,000s)

602

0

502

183

684

03

Alternative Ill

Employment
t,OQOs)

Percent of
Adj. Ease

Employment
($1,000s)

Percent of
Mj. 6ase

Employment
($l,000s)

Percent of
Adj. Ease

- 78 .13 - 89 -15 -134 -22

0 0 0 0 0 0

- 18 - 4 - 19 - 4 - 32 - 6

- 7 - 4 - 8 - 4 - 12 - 7

- 40 - 6 - 46 - 7 - 70 -10

-1 -1 - 1 -1 -1 -I

Total (All Sectors) 2,064 j_ .144 - 7

Initial changes for each alternative are expressed in Table 75.

-163 - 8 -249 -12

Cji



Decreases in business income among Households, Services, and

Government product groups are substantial, exceeding one million dollars

each. Total impacts, while small relative to base year transactions,

all exceed ten million dollars. The regional impacts from price in-

creases and decreases in stumpage availability from all sources (Alter-

native III) are nearly twice as great as those associated with less re-

strictive alternatives.

Wage and employment impacts likewise are substantial. The large

impacts shown in Tables 25 and 26 would have the effect of increasing

Grant County unemployment by six to ten percent.-1 These declines

would occur mainly among households affiliated with the Forest Products

and Government product groups, with lesser impacts on Services and Other

Products groups households.

The greater regional impacts tesulting from restrictions in stump-

age available from uncut volume under contract provide additional in-

sight into the timber dependency of Grant County. While implementation

of less restrictive constraints on the local factor market may have

minimal aggregate impacts, the effects are not evenly distributed and

are primarily borne by small firms. The same conclusions apply to the

more binding constraints examined here, but the impacts of far greater

magnitude.

Suggestions for Future Research

Some potential applications of this methodology have already been

implied, involving impacts of U.S. Forest Service revenue maximization,

sustained yield ceilings, and "community stability" policies. Some

Total Grant County employment in 1977 was 40C.



future analytical considerations might include the following:

(1) The economic impacts on the region from a complete elimination

of previous year timber sales, which could result from policies

designed to hold the allowable cut to the sustained yield level

in a period of high endogenous demand, or from the imposition

of shorter timber sale contract lengths. Other factor market

conditions such as increased previous year demand or a high

level of timber sale purchases by outside buyers also could

be applicable.

(2) Small wood products firm closures could be analyzed, particu-

larily at low levels of endogenous timber availability, in

which production and export levels for these firms appreciably

decline.

(3) The reduction of log import levels that accompany decreased

timber availability from previous years sales could be evalu-

ated, as this condition would represent a regional restric-

tion on log transfers. These results might be used in con-

junction with similar analyses conducted for other timber

regions.

The theoretical limitations of the approach used here, as discussed

in Chapter III, are inherent in the linear programming and input.-output

models. Care should be exercised in formulating and interpreting the

results of this analysis. Some improvements in the model structure to

enhance its applicability might include the following:



(1) The inclusion of rows and activities in the linear program

representing a breakdown of log input species by grade and

output by grade similar to that of Pearse and Sydneysniith

[28] would give the model added flexibility in determining

costs and revenues. Conversion factors of logs to finished

product plus waste (over-run) also should be considered (the

model used here assumes a one-to--one conversion).

(2) Other linear program transfer activities may be created, sub-

ject to computer core memory capacity, to include firm speci-

fic cost, revenue, and output sununation. Other activities

detailing variable costs such as mill management, maintenance

and waste product recycling (i.e., bark or hog fuel as energy

sources) may result in more accurate estimates of net returns.

(3) A harvest scheduling model incorporating the allocation of

timber supplies to processors could be developed by integrating

the linear program in this research with a growth management

model, patterned after Weintraub and Navon 142].

(4) The harvest scheduling, log allocation linear program could

be considered recursive. Linking these results to a dynamic

input-output model developed for Grant County would yield a

series of regional economic impacts by time period. The

activities to be considered might Include not only timber

harvesting, but a range of silvicultural activities such as

precommercial thinning, thinning, planting, and regeneration

harvests.



(5) Finally, as with any economic model, improvements could be

made with regard to data. Although a variety of sources pro-.

vided usable data for both models, inadequacies occurred.

This was particularily true for the linear program, where

assumptions on firm specific hauling, harvesting, and other

input costs were used to supplement incomplete or industry-

wide data. While no one data source was entirely satisfactory,

closer co-operation with local wood products firms could off-

set this deficiency.
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APPENDIX A

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIMBER HARVESTS

FOR CAPACITY PRODUCTION AND ALTERNATIVES 1-3

A distinguishing characteristic of the transportation type linear

program used in this methodology is the generation, in solution, of

spatially distributed resource input locations from a total available

resource field. Figures A-1 through A-S show these distributions, be-

ginning with total timber available in 1977; proceeding through industry

capacity production and alternatives one through three. Timber sales

are depicted by size and compartment location. Location of these corn-

partinents is within three MaTheur National Forest ranger districts, Bear

Valley, Prairie City, and Long Creek. These correspond, respectively,

to the south-central, east to south-east and north-central regions of

Grant County, encompassing the processing mills in John Day, Prairie

City, and Long Creek.

Total timber available (Figure A-i) tends to be concentrated in the

south to south-east portion of the county, but with a fairly even distri-

bution of small timber sales. In addition, access to these sales is

provided through a network of unpaved, improved roads some distance

from major routes. Timber supply points used to fulfill capacity pro..

duction demands are likewise concentrated in the south-central to

south-east part of Grant County. Relatively large previous year sales

were utilized from this area C15 total), while smaller 1977 sales

(12 total) were harvested in the Long Creek Ranger District.

Under alternative one, increases in 1977 stumpage prices resulted

in only three of these sales entering the solution, one from each ranger
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district. The remainder of timber used from previous year sales is

again concentrated in the south-central to south.-east part of the

county, and includes all harvested volumes over 15,000 million board

feet. Timber input supplies under alternative two originate from timber

in smaller (less than 12,000 million board feet) 1977 sales. In this

case constraining 1977 timber supplies allowed smaller current year

harvest volumes to enter the solution, which were evenly distributed

within the ranger districts. Previous year sales in solution are

identical to those of capacity production and alternative one. Under

alternative three, only four 1977 timber sales were used as input supply

points in solution. Evenly divided among the ranger districts, three

sales were below 3,000 million board feet, and one was under 12,000

million board feet. The distribution of previous year sales again

corresponded to those of capacIty production and the other alternatives,

with one sale added in the Bear Valley ranger district.

Timber sale location and the spatially distributed harvest volumes

in Grant County points out the relative importance of previous year

sales and the Bear Valley/Prairie City ranger districts as sources of

timber input supplies. The increase in 1977 stumpage prices and de-

creases in sales volumes served to eliminate or reduce the contribution

of these sales to processing output in the linear program solutions.
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THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL

The linear optimization model used in this analysis is quite large,

comprising 418 activities and 246 rows. The purpose of this appendix is

to elaborate on the brief description of this model contained in Chapter

III. A simplified initial tableau is to be discussed, followed by the

equation form of the model.

Simplified Initial Tableau

As previously described in Chapter III, the linear program is a

mixed integer transportation type model modified by transfer rows and

activities. The objective function is formulated to maximize short-run

net returns over 12 categories of activities, shown in Figure B-i. All

supply and transfer activities are specified as costs, and the four de-

mand activities are specified as revenues.

In this simplified initial tableau, these activities are arranged

as resource supplies, demands and cost transfers. For the sake of

brevity and compact presentation, log flows, processing and stumpage

transfers are shown as block diagrams. As shown in the equations, each

activity is further divided by species type and firm, as appropriate.

Within the model, initial timber supplies from five sources are

allocated by species to timber/log demands by firm and species. Selec-

tive assignment of supplies to potential demands by species ensures that

Category I and II firms have access to species used in production and

the capability to dispose of all stulnpage not used in production. Those

log inputs not used in production may be allocated to log transfers,
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inventory or exports.

The remaining transfer activities permit the inclusion of six types

of activity costs in the objective function. These Costs are also

selectively allocated among stuznpage supplies (stumpage harvest and in-

ventory costs) and production/demand (labor, miscellaneous, and inven-

tory costs).

Constraints on stumpage supplies, production demand and other in-

puts are specified as less than or equal to a predetermined capacity

level. All other constraint values are zero, being connected with

stumpage or cost transfers.

Objective Function and Constraint Equations

The following set of equations (Tables B-1 through 5-6) set out in

detail the initial tableau, including activity, cost/revenue coefficient,

technical coefficient and constraint definitions. Some activity dimen-

sions are also listed to indicate the scope of this model. These could

be changed with regard to anticipated increases or decreases in log flows

and associated costs.

These equations show the model has the flexibility to accept vary-

ing quantities of stumpage supply or demand activities, as well as

species types. This extends to the specification of transfer costs in

terms of harvesting methods, stumpage pricing levels, and recursive in-

ventory costs.
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Table B-l. Linear Program Objective Function and Constraint Equations.

Obj ective Function

Naximize:

- Ecen. .ENTS.. - Zcex. .EXTS. - EEciv. .INVS..
13 13 13 13 13 13

- EEcip. IMPS. + EEceo. ELTO. - EEcei. ELTI.
jL

3L 3L
jL

3L 3L
jL

jL 3L

+ EZcpo. TPRO. + EEcsp. EXP. + Ecse. INT.
iL

3L 3L
jL

3L 3L
jL

3L 3L

- Zcla.LABI. - Ecms.MISI. - ZZcst.. STMP..
j

' - ijo
130 130

- EEchv. .HARV.. - Ecpr.IPRP. - ZEcit. INVT.
13 13

jt
Jt Jt

Constraints

Subject to:

Endogenous Supply

EENTS1. < SN. for i endogenous supply points
3

Total endogenous stumpage for firms j cannot exceed supply.

Exogenous Supply

EEXTS.. < SX. for i exogenous supply points3.J 1

Total exogenous stumDage for firms j cannot exceed supply.

Inventory Supply

INVS.. < SI. for i inventory supply points13 1

Total inventory use by firm j cannot exceed firm j inventory accumu-
lation.
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Table B-i. Linear Program Objective Function and Constraint Equations
(continued).

Import Supply

EEIMPS.L < SM (all firms, species)
jL

Total import stumpage by species L for firms j cannot exceed supply.

Stuinpage Transfer

+ EELTO. + ZTPRO. + EINT. + EEXP.
3L . 3L . 3L .

3 3 3 3

- EEaent.. ENTS.. - EEbext.. EXTS..
ijL 13 . . ijL 13

13 13

- EEejnv. . INVS.. - EIMPS.
ijL ij

EELTI.L = for i supply points, j. firms, L species.

Timber supplies are transferred from supply point i or firm j by
spcies L, to endogenous log transfer out, processing, inventory
or export demand.

Endogenous Log Transfer

3,4 1

Z ELTO - E ELTI = 0 for j firms, L species
j=2

jL
j=1

jL

3,4 2

ELTO.J - E ELTI.L = 0 for j firms, L species
j=l j=2

2,4 3

ELTO. - E ELTI. = 0 for j firms, L species
3L

j=3
3L

2,3 4

E ELTO - E ELTI = 0 for j firms, L species
jL

j=4
jL

2,3,4 5

jl
ELTOJL

j5 ELTI5L = 0 for j firms, L species
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Table B-l. Linear Program Objective Function and Constraint Equations
(continued).

Firm j and species L specific endogenous log transfers out supply
logs to the remaining j firms as endogenous log transfers in.

Production Demand

ETPRO. < DP. for j firms, L species3L L

Firms j and species L specific production demands cannot exceed
production capacity.

Inventory Demand

ZINT. < DI. for j firms, L speciesjL 3L
J

Firm j and species L specific inventory demands cannot exceed in-
ventory holdover capacity.

Export Demand

EXPL < DE for all firms, species
jL

Firm j and species L specific export demands cannot exceed exogenous
timber requirements.

Labor Transfer

ELABI. - flab.TPRO. =j

Firm j specific labor requirements per 1,000/board feet per hour
are transferred to labor wage rates per hour by firm j.

Labor Supply

ELABI. < DL.

j
3 .1

Labor hours required by firm j cannot exceed total labor hours
available to that firm.
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Table B-l. Linear Program Objective Function and Constraint Equations
(continued).

Miscellaneous Input Transfer

MISI. - Zfmis.TPRO. = 0
j

3 3 jL

Firm j specific miscellaneous input requirements per 1,000/board
feet are transferred to miscellaneous input rates by firm j.

Miscellaneous Input Supply

EMISI. < DO.3 3

Miscellaneous inputs required by firm j cannot exceed total mis-
cellaneous inputs available to that firm.

Stumpage Price Transfer

EESTflP.. - ZENTS.. - EEXTS..
ijLo . . ij130 1 1

- EIMPS. - LELTI.

3 3

Stunipage from SUpply point ± or firm j to receiving firm j is
transferred to account from stuinpage prices at price level 0.

Harvest Transfer

ZEHARV.. - EENTS.. - EEXTS.. =11 . 3:' 1311 1 3.

Stumpage firm i supply points to j firms is transferred to account
for harvest costs

Log Sorting Transfer

ZIPRP. - ZELTO. - ETPRO. - 1EINT. - ZEEXP. = 0
L

3L
jL

3L
JL

3L
jL

Stumpage received by j demand points for all species is transferred
to account for log sorting costs.
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Table B-l. Linear Program Objective Function and Constraint Equations
(continued).

Inventory Transfer

EINVT. - EELTO. - ETPRO. - ZEINT. - EEEXP. =
L

3L
jL jL

3L
jL

Stumnpage received by j demand points for all species is transferred
to account for short-term inventory costs, time period t.
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Table 8-2. Linear Program Activity Variable Definitions.

Activity
Variable Variable Description

ENTS.. Level of endogenous timber activity by supply13
point ± and firm j.

EXTS.. Level of exogenous timber activity by supply point
I and firm j.

IMPS.L Level of log import activity by firm j, species L.

INVS.. Level of log inventory activity by inventory13
supply point i, firm j.

ELTO.L Level of endogenous log transfer activity out, by
species L, firm j.

ELTI.L Level of endogenous log transfer activity in, by
species L, firm j.

EXPJL Log export level of species L, firm j.

INT.L Log inventory level by species L, firm j.

TPRO.L Timber processing level by species L, firm j.

LABI. Level of hired labor employed at firms.

MISI. Level of miscellaneous productive inputs employed
at firm j.

STMP.. Stuinpage harvested at supply point i by firm j130
price level 0.

NARy.. Stumpage harvested at supply point ± by firm j.

IPRP Volume of logs through firm j sortyards.

INVT. Volume of logs at firm j sortyards for short-term
time period t.
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Table 8-3. Linear Program Objective Function Coefficients.

Objective
Coefficient Description

cen.. Hauling cost per 1,000/board feet from endogen-
ous supply point i to firm j.

cex.. Hauling cost per 1,000/board feet from exogenous
13

supply point i to firm j.

cip.L Average hauling cost per 1,000/board feet from
all exogenous import supply points by firm j,
species L.

civ.. Cost per 1,000/board feet of maintaining previous
period long-term inventory in grade at firm j.

ceo.L Endogenous log prices per 1,000/board feet at
firm j, by species L.

cei.L Average endogenous log hauling cost per 1,000/
board feet.

csp. Average exogenous prices per 1,000/board feet to
firm j, species L.

cse.L Average endogenous log prices per 1,000/board
feet to firm j, species L.

CPO.L Market price of lumber produced by firm j, per
1,000/board feet, species L.

clad Wage rates per hour at firm j.

cms. Cost of miscellaneous production inputs her hour,
firmj.

cst. . Stumpage price per 1,000/board feet at supply
130

point i by firm j, price level 0.

chv.. Harvest costs per 1,000/board feet at supply
point i by firm j.

cpr. Cost per 1,000/board feet of sorting, scaling,
and stacking at firm j sortyards.

cit., Cost per 1,000/board feet of maintaining logs in
storage at firm j for time period t.
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Table B-4. Linear Program Right Hand Side Variable Definitions.

Right Hand Side
Variable Variable Description

SN. Total timber available by endogenous supply
point i.

SX. Total timber available by exogenous supply
point i.

SM Total import log volume available.

SI. Total inventory log volume by inventory supply
point 1.

DP.L Total production of lumber by firm j, species
L.

DL. Total man hours of labor available to fIrm j.

DO. Total miscellaneous inputs available to firm j.
1

DI.L Total future inventory requirements of firm j
by species L.

DE Total export log volume requirements.
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Table B-5. Linear Program Technical Coefficient Definitions.

Technical Coefficient Coefficient Description

aent.
L

Species L present at endogenous supply
point i, by firm j.

bext..L Species L present at exogenous supply
point 1, by firm j.

einv. Species L present in log decks at in-
13

ventory supply point i = firm j

flab. Production requirements in labor for
3 firinj.

fmis. Production requirements in miscellaneous
inputs for firm j.

All other technical coefficients are 1 or 0.
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Table B-6. Linear Program Dimension Variables and Dimension Size.

Spatial Dimensions

± I = 46 supply points

j J S demand points

Production Dimensions

t T = 1 time periods

Factor Input Dimensions

L L = 4 Species types

Price-Quantity Dimensions

0 0 = 1 Stumpage pricing levels
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLING METHODS, INFERENCES, AND QUESTIONNAIRES
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLING METhODS, INFERENCES, AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Statistical sampling techniques were used to collect data for the re-

search design. This discussion will elaborate on the sampling methods

mentioned in Chapter III. Primary emphasis will be on data collected

for the input-output model. Information on secondary sources used in

the linear prograim' is contained in Appendix D.

Data Collection

To initiate data collection, a stratified random sample was drawn

from the population of firms in Grant County. Prior to selecting this

sample, total firms in the countyL" had been divided into 26 sectors,

which are described in the sector definitions at the end of this appendix.

From these sectors, or strata, a random sample sufficient to ensure a

minimum intra-sectoral variance was drawn. The sample was used only for

those sectors personally interviewed.

This stratified random sample was selected using methods described

by Cochran [5]. The specific statistical equation representing the pro-

portional allocation used is as follows:

and

w. S2

N0
h

= 1, . .., 22 (1)

N

(2

0

Other than the questionnaire included in this appendix.

See Appendix D for sources.



and

where:

Nh (N)Wh

N0 = First approximation of sample size.

N = Sample size after field population correction.

Nh = Sector h sample size.

= Stratum weight.

Sh2 = Sample variance for sector h.

V = Desired variance of the sample proportion.

(3)
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The results of this sample selection did not adequately account for

the majority of county employment and payrolls. As a result, although

the original proportional distribution was retained, 41 additional sample

points were distributed among the strata. This action increased sector

samples to 100 percent in some cases.

Two separate mail surveys were also conducted of the agricultural

sectors and households. In the former survey, a 100 percent sample was

selected. A simple proportional sample was used to collect households

data, as described in Cochran [5].

In this case, the local phone directories were used as a proxy for

households. Assuming the approximately nine out of ten households in

the county have teiephones.1 and the desired confidence interval is 95

percent, the sample size is determined as follows:

Obtained by totalling telephone directory listings and dividing by
households totals obtained through census data.



where:

and

where:

N
tpg

0 d2 (4)

d2 d=ct= .05
5V -

t = 1.96 ( )

N
0

l +N
r0

p = Proportion of households with telephone listings.

q = Proportion without.

V = Desired variance.

N0 First approximation of sample size.

N Sample size after field population correction.

(6)
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Using an assumed response rate of 20 percent, the desired sample using

this method equalled 589 households.

Sector population and the sample size, shown in Table C-i. indicate

the relatively heavy sampling proportions allocated to resource, manu-

facturing, government and trade sectors. Large samples exist in the

agricultural and households sectors due to anticipated low response

rates.
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Table C-i. Sampling Density Among All Firms, by Sector, Grant County,
Oregon, 1977.

Sample Respondent
Sector Population Size Size

1. Timber Hauling E Harvesting 32 11 2

2. Dependent Ranching

3. Other Ranching ) 350 350 } 12

4. General Agriculture

5. Mining 2 2 1

6. Lumber F Wood Products Processing 6 6 4

7. Food Processing 4 4 4

8. Other Manufacturing E Processing 3 3 2

9. Transportation 6 4 3

10. Communication Utilities 14 8 5

ii. Financial/Insurance/Real Estate 14 6

12. General Construction 13 6 5

13. Agricultural Services 3 3 1

14. Professional Services 24 12 10

15. Automotive Sales E Service 33 11 11

16. Lodging 20 7 4

17. Cafes E Taverns 14 6 3

18. Wholesale/Retail Services 22 8 8

19. Wholesale/Retail Trade 38 20 16

20. Households 2434 589 36

21. City/County Govermnent 23 12 12

22. Local State/Federal Agencies 19 12 12

Total Mail 2784 939 48

Total Personal Interview 290 141 109
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Sample Resppnse and Inferences

Personal interviews and mail questionnaires were collected and pro-

cessed throughout July and August, 1977, by a research team consisting

of six members. The sampling responses are shown in Table C-i. Al-

though the response from mailed questionnaires was low, response rates

from personal interviews generally achieved sampling goals.

Inferences on this data base were used to construct the input-

output model transactions matrix. For the purposes of this inference,

sample data by sector were further divided into 48 homogeneous sub-

sectors to ensure more precise estimates. In calculatuing these in-

ferences, the proportional relationship between sample payrolls, sample

total sales and total county payrolls was used as follows:

1=1, ...,48 (7)

where:

X. = Estimated total subsector sales.
1

x. = Total sainnle subsector sales.
1

= Total subsector payrolls.

= Total sample subsector payrolls.

The resulting expansion factor, or ratio of total to sample sub-

sector sales, was multiplied against each respective subsector column

element. The subsectors were then combined, to form the raw transactions

table. This matrix was then "balanced" by adjusting sector column

elements so that column and row totals were equal. The accounting
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identities for each sector were as follows:

Purchases inside Depreciation and

Grant County + Negative Inventory Change
+ Imports =

Sales inside Capital Formation and

Grant County + Positive Inventory Change
+ Exports

Once the model was balanced, the input-output model was considered ready

for use in analytical procedures.



GRANT COUNTY INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL
SECTOR DEFINITIONS

Sector

1. Timber 1auling and Harvesting

2. Dependent Ranching

3. Other Ranching

4. General Agriculture

5. Mining

6. Lumber and Wood Products Processing

7. Food Processing

8. Other Manufacturing

9. Transportation

10. Communication and Utilities

11. Financial/Insurance/Real Estate

12. General construction

13. Agricultural Services

14. Professional Services

Description

Logging, log hauling and logging contractors

All extensive agricultural operations that
use public rnage and are dependent on the
sale of livestock or intermediate products
(hay or pasture forage) as the primary source
of income

Ranches that do not use public range

All agricultural operations other thar the
above

Metal and mineral fuel mining operations

Sawmills, peeler mills, shake mills, piling
and post mills

Meat packing, prepared meats and poultry
dressing, dairies and shoft drink bottling

Stone, clay and glass products firms, pre-
mixed concrete facilities, asphalt paving
and manufacturing, and welding shops.

Firms engaged in trucking (including custcm
hauling), air service, bus and taxi service

Telephone, rado and television broadcasting,
newspaper printing and publishing, alectric,
gas and sanitary services

Firms engaged in banking, credit loan, in-
surance and real estate transactions

Contractors, carT,enters, hardware, electri-
cal suppliers, retail lumber yards

Feed, seed, farm implement and machinery
dealers; custom harvesting, etc.

Physicians and dentists, hospital services,
attorneys, optometrists, accountants, veter-
inarians, engineers and related services
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15. Automotive Sales and Service

16. Lodging

17. Cafes and Taverns

18. Wholesale/Retail Services

19. Wholesale/Retail Trade

20. Households

21. City/County Government

22. Local State/Federal Agencies
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Gasoline and oil distributors, service sta-
tions, auto repairs, auto sales, tires,
auto supplies, machine shops

Hotels, motels, trailer parks, apartments,
resorts

All retail dining establishments

Firms providing personal and/or business ser-
vices not otherwise identified

Firms providing goods of a personal and/or
business nature, not otherwise identified

All private households in Grant County

All city and county government functions

All offices, agencies, or commissions of state
or federal government located in Grant County
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Rss.urca Ms,RSat -
M IRV.StW.Iflt Gram Cqfltyt utur.

June 29, 1978

GRANT COUNTY RESOURCE COUNCIL
COURTHOUSE CANYON CITY, OREGON 97820

Dear Grant County Business .iner or Manager:

The natural resources of Grant County are very important to the vitality
of ts economy, directly and indirectly benefitting the business coninunity.
As a business owner or mar.ager, you are doubtless aware of the importance
of the countys timber, aariculture, wildlife and recreation resources.
However, reliable measures of the effects on the business cornunity due to
changes in the use of these resources are not easy to obtain.

To help determine the economic effects of changes in resource use, the Grant
County Resource Council, an official arm of the County Court, is working with
Oregon State University to conduct an economic analysis of Grant County. The
analysis is an update of the 1964 Grant County study conducted by tne Council,
Chamber of Comerce, and County Court, which estimated business impacts from
changes in the use of grazing and timber resources. Similar analyses have
been conducted in Union, Crook, Klamath, Clatsop, Tillamoo and Douglas
counties. Known as input-output analysis, this type of study can be used to
determine the local economic impacts of changes in resource use and the impact
of new processing industries or unused resources on local business activity.

Only some of the businesses in Grant County will be asked to furnish informa-
tior.. Your business may be randomly selected from among the approximately
450 firms in Grant County to be interviewed for the economic analysis. The
information you choose to give will be important in answering questions about
resource-based industries in your county.

A member of the OSU survey staff may be contacting you within a week to
schedule an appointment for an interview. During the interview, which will
last about an hour, the staff member would like to ask you for estimates of
your 1977 sales and purchases inside and outside Grant County.

We hope that you will take the time to participate in the interview. We
recognize that your cooperation is voiuntar', and wish to assure you that
any information you choose to provide will be strictly confidential. All
responses will be added together and only totals evaluated. Results cannot
be traced to any one firm or individual.
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If you have any questions concerning this study, please feel free to contact
any of the Resource Council members whose names appear below.

Jack Johns Tim Farrell King Williams Dean Elliott
Phil Kuhl Don Reay Garland Meador Jack Southworth
Glenn Findlay Dennis Reynolds Wilburn Williams Neil Bauer
Allen Nistad Herry Pearson Kerry Ledgerwood A Reynolds
Grace Williams George Hansen John Thomas Dian Holthouse
Derrol Coombs

Sincerely,

The Grant County Resource Council

ds
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INPUT-OUTPUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Grant County

Grant County Resource Council

and

Oregon State University

Summer 1978

Firm's Name;

CONFIDENTIAt.

uate of Interview: Time of Interview: A.M/P.M,

This survey is a cooperative effort on Ine part of the Grant County Resource Council

and Oregon State University to evaluate the effects on Grant County's economy of local

changes in resource us (for exanule, timber, agriculture, wildlife, recreation). I

would like to ask you a few questions about your business sales and expenditures in 1977.

I want to assure you that any information you choose to provide will be strictly con-

fitlential; furthermore, this information will be tabulated along with other business

interview data to yield results for the county as a whole -- not any one firm or person.

1. First, could you tell me, what are tile major income producing products or services

you sell? (list major ones) (1) (2)

2. Next, approximately what was your total business income

from all sales of merchandise and services in 1977?

3. Now I would like you to think a bit about who it is to whom you are selling. We

are interested mainly in finding out to what extent your sales may be to customers

inside or outside of Grant County. and whether your sales are to other businesses,

private individuals, or various units of the government. Good approximations are

all we need. The information can be giver, either as dollar amounts or as percent-

ages of your total sales.
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(a) First of all, what was tue approximate amount or

percentage of your sales made to other businesses

inside Grant County? $________ or

(b) 11iat was the approximate amount or percentage of

your sales made to non-business/non-government

individuals or households residing in Grant County? or

(c) What was the approximate amount or percentage

of your sales made to city and county governments

in Grant County?
or

(d) 11iat was the approximate amount or percentage

of your sales made to state or federal agencies

located in Grant County? $ or

Turning next to your sales going outside of Grant County, what was the approximate

amount or percentage of sales going to

(e) other businesses there?
or

(f) private individuals or households not residing

in Grant County?
or

(g) agencies of the federal or state governments and

local agencies outside Grant County? or

4. hhat was your inventory of merchandise for sale higher ( ), lower ( ), or about

the same ( ) at the end of 1977 as it was at the beginning of the year? (If the

same, skip to question 6.)

5. About how much aigher or lower?
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6. Next I would like to ask you about the purchases for your business. On this sector

identification card (hand respondont sector identification card) are listed various

economic sectors from whom you may have purchased auring 1977. Would you please go

down this list and tell me whether or not you purchased at all from the sector, an4

if so, approximately how much you purchased? Please note that we are interested oni>

in the purchases you made for curens use in your business or for resale, not in any

investment expenditures.

(Interviewer: kecord amount in Current Expenditures column of Expenditure Table.)

7. Now please think about any investment purchases you may have made during 1977. These

are expenditures for any items which you expect to use for more than one year such

as niacainery, equipment, and buildings. Again referring to the Sector Identificatior

Card would you tell me the approximate amounts, if any which you spent in each sector

(a) How much additional business (relative to 1977)

could you do without having to increase the numbers

or size of machinery, equipment, and buiidings? $________ or

(b) At that point, how much additional investment in

machinery, equipment, and buildings would be needed

to support 50 percent more business? S________ or

8. What was the approximate amount you charged for

depreciation in your business during 1977?

9. Finally, I would like to ask you about wages, dividends, taxes and rents for 1977.

(a) What was the approximate amount of taxes you

paid to the city and county (including licenses

and special fees)? or

(b) What was the approximate amount of taxes or fees

you paid to local state and federal agencies

(including payroll taxes)? $________ or
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(C) What was the approximate aiaount of taxes oi fees
you paid to federal agencies outside of rant
County (State and Federal income taxes, etc.)? $_____________________

(d) What was your approximate payroll in 1977, in-
cluding rent paid, and your wages, dividends,
and profits? $

This is all the inforaticn we need at the present time. Thank you very much for your
help.

I certify that t1e interview was taken with the fire listed above and that the informa-
tion recorce is . tru representation of the interview.

Interviewer's Signature



1977 Purchases Table

Sector
inaide Grant Countj

1. Timber hauling 6 Harvesting
2. Dependent Ranching
3. Otner Ranching
4. General Agriculture
5. Mining

6. Lumber Wood Products Processing
7. Meat Processing
8. Other Food Processing
9. Stone 6 ineral Processing

10. Other Manufacturing
11. Transportation
12. Communication Utilities
13. Financial/Insurance/Real Estate
14. General Construction
15. Agricultural Services
16. Professional Services
17. Automotive Sales f Service
18. Lodging

19. Cafes 6 Taverns
20. Wholesale/Retail Services
21. Wolesa1e/Retai1 Trade

af22. iouseiolds
b/23. Lity,County Government-

24. Local State/Federal Agencies'

Outriae Grant Coufltjj

25. o:iloca hlousenolds
26. Noi :ocal Govrnrent-"
27. i'on1ol Bus1ness

28. TOTALS (coIn?lte after interview)

Excluding rent, wages, and dividends.

Excluding taxes and fees.

Purchases for Investment
Current Use Purchases

or 00

$ or %
or%

$ or 00

$ or 00

or %

p or 00

or00

$ or %

$ or 0

or00

or 00

or00

$ or 00

$or%
$ or 00

$ or %

5 or 00

? or 00

or 00

5 or %

or 00

or00

5 or 00

S or 00

$ or %
or00
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Ccmprr.sn.v. Ps,,.w. ulngs4Mnt -
ki, ffiwS$tThSnt Gro,e C.vn?v' ,ws

July 14, 1978

GRANT COUNTY RESOURCE COUNCIL
URTHOUSE CANYON CJTY, OREGON 97820

Dear Grant County Resident:

The natural resources of Grant County mean many things to you and your
neighbors. Some see resources such as trees, grass, and water as a
source of jobs and income; others appreciate them for their beauty;
and almost everyone considers the county's natural resources part of
their lifestyle.

The Grant County Resource Council, an official ann of the County Court,
is concerned with the present and future uses of the timber, agriculture,
wildlife, and recreation resources in Grant County. With help from
Oregon State University, the Resource Council began a stud>' to evaluate
the county-wide inpacts of changes in the use of these resources. A
survey of Grant County househcids to determine how and to what extent
the people who live in the county depend on its natural resource base
is part of this study. Therefore, information from you, the householder,
is important--because the gains or lose in employnent and income from
the use of Grant County's resources will directly affect you.

We hope that you will take the time to answer all the questions on the
attached i'orm and table. These questions relate to your 1977 household
income and purchases. We recogri:e that your cooperation is voluntary,
and wish to assure you that any forxn'ion you choose to give Will be
strictly confidential.

All responses will be added together, and only totals will be evaluated.
Results cannot be traced to any one person or household. In fact, as
you can tell by this letter, we do not need to knov your name.
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Thank you for your consideration and time. With the results of this study
as a basis, more informed and objective decisions can be made regarding
Grant County's future. If you have any questions concerning this study,
please feel free to contact any of the Resource Council members whose names
appear below.

Jack Jones Tini Farrell King Williams Dean Elliott
Phil Kuhi Don Reay Garland Meador Jack Southworth
Glenn Findlay Dennis Reynolds Wilburn Williams Neil Bauer
Allen Nistad Harry Pearson Kerry Ledgerwood Al Reynolds
Grace Williams George Hansen John Thomas Dian Hoithouse
Derrol Coombs

Sincerely,

The Grant County Resource Council

ds
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This survey is a cooperative effort on the part of the Grant County Resource Council and
Oregon State University to evaluate the effects on Grant County's economy of local changes
in resource use (for example, timber, agriculture, wildlife, recreation). We would like to
ask you a few questions about your total household income and purchases in 1977. All infor-
mation you choose to give will be treated with strictest confidence; furthermore, this in-
formation will be tabulated along with other households' survey data to yield results for
the county as a whole -- not any one household. Please do not put your name on this survey
form. For any information you give, we would like only your best approximation, either in
dollar amounts, or where appropriate as percentages of your total household income or total
purchases.

1. First, would you please check (v') below the approximate range of your total 1977 household

income:

a. below 10,000

U. 10,006 - 12,500

c. 12,500 - 15,000

d. 15,000 - 17,500

e. 17,500 - 20,000

f. 20,000 - 22,500

g. 22,500 - 25,000

h. 25,000 - 30,000

i. 30,000 - 35,000

j. 35,000 - 40,000

k. 40,000 - 45,000_

1. 45,000 - 50,000

in. Over 50,000

2. Think for a minute about that portion of your total 1977 household income due to wages

and salaries.

a. About what dollar amount or percent of total household

income came froni wages or salary payments? $________ or

b. About what dollar amount or percent of total household

income came from wages or salaries earned in jobs out-

side of Grant County? $________ or

3. Next, we would like some information on sources of your 1977 household income otner thar

wages and salaries.

a. If any member of your household received Social Security

payments, Veterans benefits or any other form of state!

federal benefits, about what dollar ainount, or percent of

total income, came from this source? $_______ or
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b. If any member of your household received any other pension or

retirement benefits from businesses outside Grant County, about

what dollar amount, or percent of the total, came from this

source? $_______ or

c. Some members of your household may have had non-wage or salary

income in 1977 other than those mentioned in (a) and (b) above.

This might include rent, inheritance, or payments from other

households outside Grant County. If so, please indicate the

approximate dollar amount or percent of total household in-

come in 1977 from sucn sources. $_______ or

4. Next, we would like to ask you about your household purchasing pattern in 1977.

a. Total household purchases may not equal total household income

due to savings, borrowing, or for other reasons. Therefore,

will you please indicate how much your housenold actually spent

in 1977, either in dollars or as a percent of total household

income?

b. These purchases were made from different economic sectors

inside and outside of Grant County. Please o down the
attached list, sector by secto', and e:ter your total pr
chcses fror each sector ir. the first o'Zwr.. Then list as

part o that total the dollar amount or percentage of pur-

chases made from firms or groups inside Crant County.

$________ or

5. How many members of your household held full-time jobs in Grant County in 1977?

What were the total number of months of employment by all household members with full-time

jobs in Grant County?

6. How many members of your household held part-time jobs in Grant County in 1977?

What were the total number of months of employment by all household members with part-time

jobs in Grant County?

This completes all the information we need. Please mail this questionnaire in tne enclosed,

self-addressed envelope. And once again, thank you for your help.



1977 HOUSEHOLD PURCHASES TABLE

pLease o doo.s this Zi8t and indicate dee sectors

from whom yo2a houaahoid made mw'cha,ea

Sectors of the Srant County Economy Total
from wnc5 you may have made purchases in 1977 Purchases

$_____________
Proflucer that receive the largest portico Of their lnma

from the sale of livestock and iay (possible direct purchases
by you from ranchers of beef or nay for example).

Gantal 4gvouZxre
S_____________

Producers that receive the largest portion of their income

from sales of crops, vegetables or fruits (oossibie direct
ourcrases by you from farmaro of frest' frul tO or vegetables).

wnber id ood Products ?rvcessiiig S_____________
Sawmills, peeler mills, sheise mills, piling and post mills.

.gas ?'ccesaing
S_____________

Meat packing and dresirc

rco.asing S_____________
Bakeries, soft drnk bottlers, da,res, etc.

Stanc ems Prccsssinc S_____________
Stone, cloy and glass prooucts. pre-enaco concrete, as-

plialt paving ant manufacturing.

,ser .cr.ng
S_____________

Box rootjtt, canvas oroducts, metal worci ng.

S______________
Trucking, airines, buses, taxi cabs, auto leasinc,

roving and storage, trailer rentals.

:cunicction d U:iti odes
S______________

Radio and television stations, telephone company, news-
paper, elect-ic., gas. ant sanitury service.

Finani/:nsrice,Pcc Ssccse S_____________
Banks, credit unions, loan agencies, insurance, and real

estate transactions.

nera I con-s

Finns that contract for building, electrical. piuntng,
painting, nesting, roofing, floorini, carpenters, excaatsrs,
land leveling, masons, well drillers, cabinet makers, tile
layers, sheet metal work, pLasterers, electrical and hardware
Stores, steel and pipe dealers, and retail lumber yaros.

Inside
Grant County

S or S______________

$ Or S______________

S or S________________

S or S________________

Sori_________

$ or

$ or

S Cr S______________

S or S______________

S or S______________

S__________ SorS__________

136
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Sectors of the Grant County tconoiey Total Inside
fron dslcli you any have nude purchhses in 1977 urcniases Grant County

4qrdcs.2a'oZ S.rsnoas S______________ S or C______________
Fe,d. cltd. farm iopl.annt and machinery.

nsofaaeional S.rnsa.. S______________ S Or C______________
Hosplthls, doctors. dentisto, lanyaru, accOuntOnts, book-

keepers. architects. throprIctOrs. surveyors. engineers. andi-
cii and dental lWoratorie, epWitriSts, veterinarians. an,-
bulance servic, and nursing honas.

AuWm,tiuw Sal., and S.rs,.om S____________ S or
New ant used auto and traler soles, parts and accessories,

auto repair chops, tOwing, automotive uppolstry. boat dealir.
trailer towing, tire recapping.

Lodginp S_________ SorS_________
Hotels, matels, trui ler parts. apurnto, boarding houses.

rco.ninq houses.

;afna pnd 7aowrna S______________ ¶ or
Restaurants, cares, taverns, and dr'vn,-ins.

sn.d Ptsai. 5.FJnceS $_____________ S or C_____________
FrinuteIy owned kinoergartan and ciii ld nurseries photo sta-

dist. theaters, bowling lanes and recreational ici 1 itfes, laun-
dries ant ci eene,'s, tailors, barter and beauty shops uohols tory.
car wash repair shoss, unions, lodges service organ intiont,
private parking loCt.

S________ Sort________
Clathing stores, departinunt scorns, variety stores. furniture

and appliance stores drug stares, StaCe"twned litao' stores,
upolesale/retail groceries end supermarkto, and 1i uliolosele
dehieri supplying th° above stores i lQCittd in Grant County.

itwoeholaa S______________ $ or C______________
Transactions ui1 yrivate lidividuals whO are Grant County

residents, sdCh as 'coon rent, yard work, baby '1 tting. house
worK ann ,rraros.

ic/C,uno ovsnreit 5 ,.

to loca' oovvrnsmnt, suds as sewer via water, car-
nectian charges and proPerty taxes.

Looxi Staou and Fauuru; duenos.. S____________ S or C____________
Payinunts to locai agencies, OUCh as j.S. Forest Ser,5cn, hIM.

State Fstp dnd Game, etc. ft example, licenses and fees.
Total

Purenases

Nonlocal Howasi,oloa S_____________ S Or C______________
Transactions with private individuals woo line outside Grant

County, such as Mouse rent to nonlocal landlords.

.lanlooal cocn,wr S or
Payments to state mid federal rovernrert. :UCP at IntOne taxes.
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Rss.,,c.

M t,u.nt U, G,ant C.UnIV, fli

July 17, 1978

GRANT COUNTY RESOURCE COUNCIL
COURTHOUSE CANYON CITY, OREGON 97820

Dear Grant County Producer:

Ranching and farming are one of the two most important resource-dependent
industries in Grant County, accounting directly for over ten percent of
the business activity generated throughout the area. Indirectly, agri-
culture is responsible for over one quarter of the county's economic
output. To maintain the economic strength of the county, a healthy farm
and ranch sector, and therefore a productive natural resource base, is
required.

The Grant County Resource Council, a local group of ranchers, loggers,
businessmen, and interested citizens, is concerned with the present
viability and future potential of ranching and farming in Grant County,
as well as the uses and potentials of other resources--timber, wildlife,
recreation, etc. cith help from Oregon State University, the Resource
Council began a study to determine the county-wide impacts of changes
in the productivity- and use of the grant County natural resource base.
This study has been underway for three years. Facts are coming in,
and have or can be used to establish fair grazing fees, calculate the
cost to producers of new wilderness areas, and in general document the
importance of sound range and related resource management practices
for the Grant County economy. As part of this study, information from
you, the producer, iz important--because gains or losses in agricultural
economic activity will directly and indirectly affect the economy as a
whole.

We hope that you will take time to answer all the questions on the attached
form and table. These questions relate tc your 1977 gross ranch or farm in-

come and purchases. We recognize that your cooperation is voluntary, and
wish to assure you that any information you choose to give will be strictly
confidential.
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All responses will be added together, and only totals evaluated. Re-

sults cannot be traced to any one producer. In fact, as you can tell

from this letter, we do not need to know youz' name.

Thank you for your consideration and time. If you have any questions

concerning this study, please feel free to contact any one of the Re-

source Council members whose names appear below.

Jack Johns Tim Farrell King Williams Dean Elliott

Phil Kuhl Don Reay Garland Meador Jack Southworth

Glenn Findlay Dennis Reynolds Wilburn Williams Neil Bauer

Allen Nistad Harry Pearson Kerry Ledgerwood Al Reynolds

Grace Williams George Hansen John Thomas Dian Hoithouse

Derrol Coombs

Sincerely,

The Grant County Resource Council

ds
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CONFIDENTIAL

GRANT COUNTY INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY

Grant County Resource Council
and

Oregon State University

Suniner 1978

This survey is a cooperative effort on the part of the Grant County Resource Council and
Oregon State University to evaluate the effects on Grant County's economy of local changes
in resource use (for example, timber, agriculture, wildlife, recreation). We would like
to ask you a few questions about your gross ranch or farm sales and expenditures in 1977.
We want to assure you that any information you choose to provide will be strictly con-
fidential; furthermore, this information will be tabulated along with other producer's
data to yield results for the county as a whole -- not any one producer. Please do not
put your name on the survey form. For any information you give, we would like only your
best approximation, either in dollar amounts or, where appropriate, as percentages of your
gross income or total purchases.

1. First, would you check (,') below the category of operation and list the primary corn-
modity(ies) from which your ranch/farm receives the major part of its income.

a. Dependent ranching

Livestock ranches with Forest Service,
Bureau of Land Management, or other

public land allotments, excluding Section
15 parcels less than one section in size.

Comrnodity(ies) sales from which most of your ranch income is

derived (calves, lambs, hay, grass, etc.)

b. Other ranching
Livestock ranches without public grazing

allotments (except Section 15 parcels less
than one section in size).

Coniiiodity(ies) sales from which most of your ranch income is

derived (calves, lambs, hay, grass, etc.)

c. General Agriculture
Grain, fruit, and forage production.

Crop sales from which most of your farm income is derived
(tree fruits, grain, mint, alfalfa, hay, etc.)
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2. Next, would you please check (i') below the approximate dollar value of your 1977 gross

ranch/farm income.

below 10,000 45,000 - 50,000 150,000 - 175,000

10,030 - 15,000 50,000 - 60,000 175,000 - 200,000

15,000 - 20,000 60,000 - 70,000 200,000 - 250,000

20,000 - 25,000 70,000 - 80,000 250,000 - 300,000

25,000 - 30,000 80,000 - 90,000 300,000 - 350,000

30,000 - 35,000 90,000 - 100,000 350,000 - 400,000

35,000 - 40,000 100,000 - 125,000 400,000 - 450,000

40,000 - 45,000 125,000 - 150,000 450,000 - 500,000

above 500,000

a. Of this total, what portion was due to sales of the

comodity(ies) specified in response to question one above? $

b. What portion was due to timber sales? $

c. What portion was due to land sales? $

or_______

or

or

3. Now we would like you to think a bit about who it is to whom you are selling. We are

interested mainiy in finding out to what extent your sales may be to customers inside

or outside of 6rant County, and whether your sales are to other ranches or farms,

businesses, private individuals, or various units of the government.

(a) First of all, what was the approximate amount or percentage

of your sales made to other ranches or farms inside Grant

County? $________ or

(b) What was the approximate amount or percentage of your

sales made to businesses (other than agricultural pro-

ducers) inside Grant County?

(c) I4hat was the approximate amount or percentage of your

sales made to private individuals or household residing

in Grant County?

$_______ or /0

$________ or ________Z
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(d) What was the approximate amount or percentage of your

sales made to city and county government in Grant County? $_______ or

(e) What was the approximate amount or percentage of your

sales made to state or federal agencies located in

Grant County? $________ or

Turning next to your sales going outside of Grant County, what was the approximate

amount or percentage of sales going to:

(f) Other farms or ranches there?

(g) Businesses (other than agricultural producers)

outside Grant County?

(h) Private individuals or households not residing

in Grant County?

(i) Agencies of the federal or state governments and

local agencies outside Grant County?

$________ or

$_______ or

$________ or

$_______ or

4. Was your livestock/crop inventory higher ( ), lower ( ), or about the same

at the end of 1977 as it was at the beginning of the year? (If the same, skip to

question 6.)

5. About how much higher or lov'er (using average 1977 prices)? $

6. Next, we would like to ask you about total purchases for your ranch or farm. Tota

purchases may not equal gross income (as reported in question number two above), due

to borrowing or 1977 expenditures from savings, or for other reasons. Therefore,

would you please indicate below how much was actually spent to maintain or improve

your operation in 1977.

Total purchases in 1977
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7. These purchases were made from different economic sectors inside and outside of Grant

County. They may have been made for one of two purposes: current use or investment

(such as land improvement, increase in cow herd size, etc.).

Please go down the attached list, sector by sector, and enter in the first column total

purchases for current use from businesses in that sector. The amount can be given

either in dollar terms or as a percent of (6) above.

Now please think about any investment purchases you may have made during 1977. These

are expenditures for any items which you expect to use for more than one year such as

land, machinery, equipment, and buildings. Referring to column two of the attached

list, please indicate the approximate amount, either in dollar terms or as a percent

of (6) above, which you spent in each sector.

(a) How much could you increase your production (relative

to 1977) given your present land, equipment, and machinery

resources (assuming you wished to do so and had the necessary

capital)?

(b) At that point, how much additional investment in land,

machinery, equipment, and buildings would be needed to

support 50 percent more production?

(c) What would be your most critical seasonal forage need

(if applicable) if you were to expand the size of your

operation?

$________ or

$________ or

$ or

8. What was the approximate amount you charged for depreciation

in 1977? $

9. In 1977, what were your total expenditures for land rent,

hired labor and your own wages? $

10. If your farm or ranch operation includes land located in another county, please indicate

the percentage of your total acreage or animal unit requirement represented by land

located within Grant County.

This is all the information we need. Please mail thIs questionnaire in the enclosed stamped
self-addressed envelope. Thank you very much for your help.
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1977 RANCH/FARM PURCHASES TABLE

Plaaae go doan this list, sector by asccor and indicate purchases
mode to support your ,[a.'ns or ranch operation in 29??

Sectors of the Grant County Economy Purchases for Investment
from Whom Your Ranch or Fans May Have Made Purchases Current Use Purcnases

Dpencent Ranching $ or S__________ $__________

Livestock ranches with Forest Service, Bureau of Land Manage-

ment, or otner public land allotments, excluding SectIon 15 par-

cels less than one section in size.

Other Ranching $ Or B__________ $_______

Livestock rancnes without public land allotments (except

Section 15 parcels of less than one Section).

General Agriculture $ or S__________ $__________

Farms that receive the largest portion of their income from

sales of crops, vegetables, or fruits.

Lwsber and Wood Products Proceseina $ or S__________ $__________

Sawmills, peeler mills, shake mills, piling and post mills.

/.leat Prooaeaing $ or S__________ $__________

Meat packing and dressing.

Other Food Processing $ or S___________ S___________

Bakeries, soft drink bottlers, dairies, etc.

Stone and Mineral Process ing $ or S__________ $__________

Stone, clay and glass products, pre-mixed concrete, asphalt

paving and manufacturing.

Other Manufacturing $ or S__________ S__________

Box products, canvas products, metal working.

Transport atien S or S___________ $___________

Trucking, airlines, buses, taxi cabs, auto leasing, moving and

storage, trailer rentals.

Coanunication and Utilities S or S__________ S__________

Radio and television stations, telephone company, newspaper,

electric, gas, and sanitary service.

Finanpial/insurance/Rel Estate $ Or S__________

Banks, credit unions, loan agencies, insurance and real estate

transactions.

General Conetruction S or S__________ S_________

Firms that contract for building, electrical, plumbing, painting,

heating, roofing, flooring, carpenters, excavators, lund leveling,

masons, well drillers, cabinet makers, tile layers, sheet petal work,

plasterers, electrical amd hurdward stores, steel and pipe dealers,

and retail lumber yards.



Sectors ci tne rarit County Ecotiomy
from Wnom Your Rants or Farm May jane Made Purchases

.riavCcural Services

Feel, seed, farm implement and machinery.

Profess ionat Sorviaes

Hospitals, doctors, dentists, lawyers, accountants, bookkeepers,

architects, chiropractors, surveyors, engineers, medical and dental

laboratories, optometrists, veterinarians, ambulance service and

nursing homes.

AutomOtive Sales and Services

New and used auto and trailer sales, parts and accessories, auto

repair shops, towing, automotive uphoistry, boat dealers, trailer

towing, tire recapping.

Lodring

Hotels, motels, trailer parks, apartments, boarding houses,

rooming houses.

Cafes and Taverns

Restaurants, cafes, taverns, and drive-ins.

VnoCesale and Retail Services

Privately owned kindergarten and child nurseries, photo studios,

theaters, bowling lanes and recreational facilities, laundries and

cleaners, tailors, barber and beauty shops, uphoistry, car wash,

repair shops, unions, lodges, service organizations, private

parking lots.

Who Casale and Retail Trade

Clothing stores, department stores, variety stores, furniture and

appliance stores, drug stores, state-owned liquor stores, wholesale!

retail groceries and supermarkets, and al wholesale dealers supplying

the above Stores if located in Grant County.

Bouseho Ida

Transactions with private individuals who are Grant County residents,

such as house rent, yard work, baby sitting, house wcrk and errands.

Citt/Counv Government

Payments to local government, such ax sewer and water, connection

charges, and tases.

Local Slate and Federal Aqenmies

Payments to local agencies, such as U.S. Forest Service, BLM, State

Fish and Game, etc.

tionlocal Households

Transactions with private individuals who live outside Grant County,

such as house rent.

Nonlocal oxcrr.mesl

Payments to state and federal government, such as income taxes.

ionlacj.I ,sin,aees

Purcnases from ranches, farms, and businesses located outside of

Grant County.

Purcnases for Investment
Current Use Purchases

Sor_______ $_______

S_______

$_______

$

$orl______ $______

$oril. S_______

$orS_______ $_______

$_______

Sort,_______ S_______

S_______

$

Sor'_______ S_______

Sor.______ $_______
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GRANT COUNTY LOG DISTRIBUTION
LINEAR PROGRAM SURVEY

COSTS

I. Average log houling cost by year (per Mbf).

2. Average yarding costs by year (per Mbf) considering:

a. Inventory preparation (scaling, sorting, stacking, loading).

b. Inventory costs (paving material costs and rotation, sprinkling

costs).

3. Harvesting costs by sale (site class or other criteria, including

contract loqging), average costs per Mbf.

Costs (per Mbf)

l97+ 975 1976 1977 1978
Hauling (Avg)

Yard.Total (I/A)

I/P Total (I/A)

Scale

Sort

Stack

Load

Inventory Total (i/A)

Paving

Rotation

Sprinkl ing

Average Harvest Costs b, Sale (for sales active rnce or in l97)

Costs Sales
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PURCHASES AND INVENTORY

1. Endogenous purchases limited to trades wth other firms and purchases

from logging contractors (Endogenous Log Transfers).

2. Imports from outside the county for this time period.

3. Inventory holdover from the previous production year (if any).

. Inventory averages by quarter.

Other Firms

(by firms)

Logging Contractors
(purchases only)

LOgging Contractors
(harvesting ana hauling)
(I/A)

Other Firms
(by firms)

Logging Contractors
(purchases only)

Logging Contractors
(harvesting and hauling)
(I/A)

Qt r

3

'4

Endogenous Log Transfers (if avai,iable)

19714 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Imports
(if available)

19714 1975 1976 lS77 1978 1979 1960

Inventory
(avg. by Qtr., I/A)

19714 1975 1976 1977 1978

Inventory Holdover

Ending Mo. 19714 1975 1976 1977 1978
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ADD Ill ONAL I NEORMAT I ON

1. Time schedule of harvesting - scheduling to maintain a species mix

at the mill.

2. Composition of the log decks throughout the production year (by species).

3. Species composition of output - also grade composition - is this maintained

at a specific level?

. Site preparation and clean-up costs as being relavent to stumpage

distribution.

5. Production breakdown by species; by grade if available.

6. Sort yard size and equipment used in sort yard operations.

3.

14

5.

6.
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APPENDIX D

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
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APPENDIX D

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Both economic models in this research design have used data from

primary and secondary sources. Data collection activities, described

in Chapter III and Appendix C, complement the secondary data sources

described in this appendix.

Few secondary data sources were used in constructing the input-

output model. The most important of these, used to define the input-

output model sector populations, was a listing of covered employment

and payrolls obtained from the Oregon State Employment Division [26].

This information was also used for inferences on the sample data and

estimating total county wages paid. Information on transfer payments

was obtained from Local Area Personal Income [40]. Finally, unpublished

data from the Extension Information Office [28] were used to verify

agricultural sector coefficients and total outputs.

Data needs for the linear program required more information from

secondary sources. The chief data source was U.S. Forest Service form

2400-17, Report of Timber Sale, which contained specific information

for each sale. This included location, contract length, stumpage volume,

stumpage bid, species distribution, harvesting costs and hauling costs.

Other useful information on log sorting and short-run inventory

costs was obtained from proceedings of the Oregon State University

Forestry Extension Sort Yard Conference. Techniques described in articles

by Foster [11], Miller [23], and Chastain and Hicks [4] were used in

conjunction with survey data to calculate cost coefficients.
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Output prices used as revenue coefficients were obtained from

Random Lengths f3fl. This trade journal contains weekly average prices

of specific lumber types by species for mills in Western and Eastern

Oregon, Washington, and California. Other cost, price, and volume

information concerning log exports and imports was obtained from Richard

Haynes or Chuck HI??, U.S. Forest $ervice.-1

Finally, some data requirements of the linear program were met

using data collected for the input-output model. These included firm

specific capacity production levels, and labor and and miscellaneous

input technical and cost coefficients.

Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, Portland,
Oregon, and the Malheur National Forest, John Day, Oregon, respectively.




